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In the late 19th century, Fr. Charles Arminjon preached a series of conferences to help his parishioners turn away from this life’s mean material affairs and toward the next life’s glorious spiritual reward.

His wise and uncompromising words deepened in them the spirit of recollection that all Christians must have: the abiding conviction that heavenly aims, not temporal enthusiasms, must guide everything we think, say, and do.

When Father Arminjon’s conferences were later published in a book, many others were able to reap the same benefit — including 14-year-old Thérèse Martin, then on the cusp of entering the Carmelite convent in Lisieux. Reading it, she says, “plunged my soul into a happiness not of this earth.”

Young Thérèse, filled with a sense of “what God reserves for those who love him, and seeing that the eternal rewards had no proportion to the light sacrifices of life,” copied out numerous passages and memorized them, “repeating unceasingly the words of love burning in my heart.”

Now this book that so inspired the Little Flower is available in English. Let the pages of The End of the Present World and the Mysteries of the Future Life fill you with the same burning words of love, with the same ardent desire to know God above all created things, that St. Thérèse gained from them.

Jesus commands us to be ever-watchful for his return, and ever-mindful that we have no lasting city on earth. The End of the Present World and the Mysteries of the Future Life is an invaluable aid to inculcating in your spirit that heavenly orientation, without which true happiness cannot be found — in this world or the next.
A stigmatic priest bleeds to death on Good Friday in front of horrified parishioners.

A miracle? Or bloody murder?

Aristotle professor Reed Stubblefield needs to know. After all, police say he’s the prime suspect.

---
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Am I really an American girl, cast back to the time of Jesus? Or a delusional Jewish teen, plagued with visions of a place called America, thousands of years in the future?

I don’t know anymore.

But I do know that something awful is about to happen to my Jesus: they’re going to arrest him tonight, and kill him.

No one believes me; they think I’m crazy. So it’s up to me to save him, hurrying down this dark path toward Gethsemane, toward the turning point of all history, the attempt to kill Jesus . . . toward the uncertainty of whether I can actually change the future.
Unlock the secrets of your own personality and even figure out your spouse!

All of us are born with distinct personality traits. Some of us live for crowds and parties; others seek solitude and time for quiet reflection. Some of us are naturally pushy; others are content just to get along. We can’t really change these traits; they’re just part of the way we were made.

For in the womb God molds not only our bodies; He also gives us each the temperament that, all our days, will determine our reactions, guide our choices, color our understanding, and serve as the foundation of our moral and spiritual life.

Ancient philosophers identified four basic temperaments, and over the years countless books have been written about them. Now comes The Temperament God Gave You, the first Catholic book on the subject in more than 70 years. Here veteran Catholic counselor Art Bennett and his wife Laraine provide a rich, accessible synthesis of classical wisdom, modern counseling science, and Catholic spirituality: a fully Catholic understanding of the temperaments and what they mean for you and those you love.

You’ll learn how to identify your own temperament and ensure it becomes what God intends it to be: the particular means by which you are called to be a loving spouse, an effective parent, and a genuine friend. Most importantly, your new understanding of the four temperaments will bring you closer to God and help you find the path to holiness that’s right for you.


You’ll find yourself growing in each of these qualities as you come to understand — and learn to use as you should — the temperament God gave you.

Art Bennett is a licensed marriage and family therapist with twenty years’ experience in the field. He writes a monthly column for the National Catholic Register. Art’s wife, Laraine, is a freelance writer whose articles appear in Catholic journals.

In their bestselling book, The Temperament God Gave You, Art and Laraine Bennett re-introduced the age-old concept of the four classic temperaments, and showed how to use them to understand yourself, get along with others, and grow closer to God.

Now they’re back with more temperament wisdom, designed specially for couples and guaranteed to improve your marital communication, intimacy, and happiness: The Temperament God Gave Your Spouse.

In no other kind of human relationship is knowledge of the temperaments — the fundamental personality traits, hard-wired into us at birth, that affect the way we respond to the world around us — so critical, and so fruitful, as in a Christian marriage. For it’s only by understanding our own patterns of reaction and those of our spouse that we can motivate, nurture, respect, and above all, love each other with the selfless patience to which Christ calls us in the sacrament.

In a delightful style that incorporates practical psychology, real-life anecdotes, and decades of clinical experience, the Bennetts will show you:

✓ The four kinds of spouses — which kind did you marry?
✓ How temperament affects the way you and your spouse work, pray, argue, socialize, and show affection
✓ Tips for developing the communication skills your temperament needs most, and for nurturing them in your spouse
✓ All the possible temperament combinations in marriage, and how to handle the unique challenges that yours creates
✓ Proven ways to figure out what really makes your spouse tick!

Sometimes we wish we could change our spouses (because they’re not like us); yet the Bennetts show that true marital contentment lies not in changing the way God made our loved ones, but in appreciating it — and in helping them to perfect it. Read The Temperament God Gave Your Spouse to develop greater understanding and new respect for the person you married.

The Temperament God Gave Your Spouse
Improving Your Marriage by Understanding Your Spouse
by Art and Laraine Bennett
208 pgs pbk • $16.95 (Dnrs: $12.71)
TOLL FREE: 1-800-888-9344
www.sophiainstitute.com
“If heaven’s a banquet, will I have to do dishes?”

That’s all Catholic mom Susie Lloyd wants to know. Marriage and motherhood have taught her the rest, including the things that are most important in life: “Metaphysical realities like the existence of God can get along without my help. Cleaning the bathroom can’t.”

Homeschooling her kids has left Susie wise beyond her years: she’s learned why pi is square instead of round, and searched out the best places to buy a cow’s eyeball for the science fair. “You know,” she says, “Socrates had it easy. His students never interrupted him to go to the bathroom or ask when lunch was.”

Susie’s husband is always there to support her: “Greg tells me that education would have no purpose if kids didn’t start out ignorant. He seems to think that will keep me from strangling them.”

Yet she’s always patient, even when strangers gawk at her five daughters and ask, “Are they all yours?” “Are you done yet?” “Don’t you have a TV?”

Susie tells them that raising five girls isn’t really so hard (at least not until they’re teenagers). After all, “Daughters don’t have the same needs as sons. They can live for days on hors d’oeuvres.”

So come along for a ride in Susie’s full-size van as she faces the trials of Family Rosary and tangles with snide education experts, gruff confessors, and relatives who tell her it’s time to wake up and join the “real world.” But Susie’s already in the Real World: a happy Catholic family on its way to Heaven!

Susie Lloyd (b. 1966) writes for Faith and Family, The Latin Mass, and other Catholic periodicals, and is a popular guest speaker. She lives in Pennsylvania with her husband and a gaggle of children.

Got questions about Catholic family life? You’ve come to the right place! As a lifelong Catholic, devoted wife, diligent homeschooler, and mother of seven, Susie Lloyd knows lots of people who just might have the answers for you.

Susie herself is too busy to give advice: busy giving home haircuts and finding missing socks; busy teaching her teen girls to drive, cook, and diagram sentences; busy praying for divine protection while she races off to church (late). But every so often, Susie finds a few moments to share the wit and wisdom she’s gleaned from:

Teaching her kids about the Facts of Life: “Somewhere there must be a book which can aid me in my duty. In it there would be many pages devoted to birds, bees, and flowers. None involving kegs and station wagons.”

Handing on Catholic customs: “When I was small, my mother taught me to say a Hail Mary whenever I heard an ambulance. It’s really a beautiful habit and habit is the word — I don’t know how many people I’ve prayed for whose car alarm was going off.”

Getting older: “Some people tell me I could be my teens’ older sister. These people are usually 103 years old and wear their glasses hanging from a chain. But I’ll take it.”

Strangers who question her family size: “What’s funny is, the people who call you nuts really expect you to act sane, and not like this: ‘Nuts? Children, would one of you be a good girl and get the gun out of Mommy’s diaper bag?’”

Enduring her children’s music lessons: “Recitals are a time-honored way of gaining a plenary indulgence, provided we hold no attachment to murdering the piano teacher.”

Joining a homeschool co-op: “None of us wanted to quit homeschooling; we just wanted somebody else to do it for us.”

As she did in Please Don’t Drink the Holy Water, in these pages Susie Lloyd will charm and edify you with her offbeat — but always pitch-perfect — take on the joys and challenges of raising a Catholic family in today’s world.
The Bible is less read and less familiar than it once was, and we need to rediscover its riches. How better to do that than through this delightful retelling by a master storyteller of the sacred tales of the Creation, the Fall, the Flood, and the Covenant made between God and His people?

In these pages, the greatest adventures of Hebrew history unfold vividly before your eyes — Moses and the sojourn in Egypt, the wars between the Jewish kingdoms, the glory of David and of Solomon, the building of God’s Temple in Jerusalem, and the Babylonian Exile of the Jewish people.

By means of centuries of struggles of the Jewish heroes and prophets, God was preparing the world for the revelation of His Son.

In a magnificent feat of imagination and scholarship, Henri Daniel-Rops takes us back to the very foundation of Christianity, to the secret meetings of a persecuted community, and back even further to the life of the One who changed the world forever.

Beginning with the appearance of the Angel to a young girl in Nazareth, he traces the fascinating story of Christ, His youth, teaching ministry, first disciples, many miracles . . . and, in the end, His betrayal, trial, and death on the Cross.

That end made a new beginning.

For then comes the triumphant Resurrection, and the final appearances of Jesus in His earthly body before He is taken up to heaven, leaving us the Eucharist and the other sacraments that enable us to share in His divine life.

It’s a story that can’t be told too often, a story for young and old, rich and poor: the story of our salvation.

Contents: A small nation with a great mission • God’s covenant with Abraham • Romance and adventure in the days of Isaac and Jacob • What the old Hebrews told of the beginning of the world and of man • The wickedness of man and the anger of God • Joseph’s adventures in the land of Egypt • Moses sets his people free • The Ten Commandments • How Josue entered the land of Chanaan • Battles and adventures in the time of the Judges • King David: warrior and poet • The splendor and wisdom of Solomon the Great • The prophets of Israel • Dark days for Israel: exile in Babylon • Stories of the Captivity • Israel’s return to the Promised Land • The beauty and wisdom of the Bible • Life in Israel before the coming of Christ • The Jews’ heroic stand against paganism • The hope of Israel: the coming of the Messias

Contents: How the Good News was made known to the world • The child Jesus is born • Jesus grows in wisdom and age • At the ford of Bethany • The awaited Messias • Jesus reveals himself as the Messias • The twelve Apostles • How Jesus spoke to the people • Why Jesus worked miracles • Jesus is opposed: the death of John the Baptist • The parables of Jesus • The Jesus men loved • Jesus in Judea: the raising of Lazarus • Triumph and tragedy • The plot against Jesus • The Last Supper • The Passion of our Lord: the mock trial • The end of Christ’s Passion: His death on the Cross • The Resurrection • The Church founded by Jesus
Scriptural Proofs for the Truth of the Catholic Faith

Martin Luther ignited the Protestant Reformation by tacking ninety-five anti-Catholic theses to a church door in Germany. Now Dave Armstrong counters with ninety-five pro-Catholic passages from an authority far greater than Luther: the Bible itself.

Protestants (and even many Catholics) will be surprised to see Catholicism so strongly supported by these Catholic verses.

Not Armstrong! As a Bible-believing Protestant, he studied Scripture intently. There he encountered countless Catholic verses that convinced him the Bible is a Catholic book. It was written by Catholics, preserved by Catholics for more than 1,400 years before Luther was born and even today confirms the claims of the Catholic Church. “That’s why,” says Armstrong, “early Protestant opinion was virtually identical to today’s Catholic beliefs.”

With humility and care, Armstrong here explains ninety-five key Bible passages that confound all who would use Scripture to criticize the Church and Her doctrines. These are the verses that have drawn so many serious believers — including Armstrong — out of their Protestant congregations and into the Catholic Church.

Armstrong shows that a fair-minded reading of each of these passages (and of the whole Bible) supports the Catholic position on the key issues that divide Protestants from Catholics. Here is Biblical evidence that Catholicism is right about the nature of baptism, the communion of saints, the Eucharist, and the Church; the authority of the Pope, the Bible, and tradition; the salvific role of faith, good works, relics, purgatory, and Mary; the immorality of divorce and contraception; and much more.

The Catholic Verses is essential reading for all persons seeking to understand God’s word in the Bible and to discover the Church that continues to preach His word faithfully today.

Dave Armstrong was a Protestant campus missionary before he converted to Catholicism in 1991. He is the author of A Biblical Defense of Catholicism and has many articles on the Faith for Catholic periodicals.

Holy Simplicity

The saints assure us that simplicity is the virtue most likely to draw us closer to God and make us more like Him. No wonder Jesus praised the little children and the pure of heart! In them, He recognized the goodness that arises from an untroubled simplicity of life, a simplicity which in the saints is completely focused on its true center, God.

That’s easy to know, simple to say, but hard to achieve.

For our lives are complicated and our personalities too. (We even make our prayers and devotions more complicated than they need be!)

In these pages, Fr. Raoul Plus provides a remedy for even the most tangled lives. Relying on the words of Jesus and the lives of the saints, Fr. Plus maps out a sure path to the simplicity which Jesus praised, a simplicity that bestows on all of us who seek it happiness, courage, and inner peace, no matter how complicated our circumstances or how crowded our days.

Holy Simplicity.

With the wise help of Fr. Plus, you will soon savor the strength that simplicity brings ... and the abiding joy. With his help, you can attain it.

Holy Simplicity
by Fr. Raoul Plus, S.J.
96 pgs pbk  $9.95  (Drs: $7.46)
(Former title: Simplicity)
www.sophiainstitute.com
Toll-free: 1-800-888-9344
The book that will make your marriage 100% better

Here’s a remarkable book that shows you how to grow in love as you encounter — and resolve — the unglamorous, everyday problems that threaten all marriages.

You’ll discover the beauty and importance of high ideals in marriage while learning practical tips to help you live up to those ideals daily.

In hundreds of ways, this helpful book will show you how to start weaving love into the tapestry of your marriage as you grow more deeply in the joys of love.

Among the secrets revealed here:

✓ How to deal with your spouse’s annoying habits . . . and overcome your own!
✓ Religious conflicts: there’s a gentle way to help your spouse accept your faith
✓ Boredom: you can learn how love will give life to even your dullest activities
✓ Found: a technique to make the roughest times smoother
✓ How to prevent work from becoming more important than your marriage
✓ The battle of the sexes: it need not be a factor in your marriage any longer
✓ Staleness: discover the sure way to prevent habit from harming your marriage
✓ Intimacy: love and spiritual preparation will enhance it (Do you know how?)
✓ Reverence: there are ways it can make your marriage much happier
✓ Conflicts: how to settle the worst of them in a loving manner

“May the Lord grant this book the success it deserves!”

Pope John Paul II

“A handbook on ‘how to become a good Christian wife,’ ”

Nazareth Journal

“By Love Refined
Letters to a Young Bride
by Alice von Hildebrand
216 pgs pbk $14.95 (Dnrs: $11.21)
www.sophiainstitute.com
TOLL-FREE 1-800-888-9344

PRAISED BY POPE JOHN PAUL II

Christians Courageous
by Aloysius Roche
192 pgs pbk $14.95
(Dnrs: $11.21)

BOLD HEROES OF THE FAITH

For every half-dozen heroes antiquity could muster, Christendom produced thousands; and often from the strangest holes and corners. Instead of drying up the spirit of adventure, the Fire of Pentecost kindled it anew and made it burn with an unquenchable flame. The Master’s parting instructions to His followers resulted in a host of enterprises quite as daring as any to be found in Homer.

Some of these are brought vividly to life in these stories about courageous Christians from the earliest days of Christianity to modern times. Although written primarily for youthful readers, they are sure to interest all those to whom the achievements of their fellow Christians are a matter of pride and encouragement.

Here you’ll read about, among others:

✓ The pagan actor whose mockery of the Faith led him to convert and even die a Christian martyr
✓ The blind boy who became an adviser to great saints
✓ The brave bishop who successfully defended the true Faith — against his fellow bishops and even the Emperor!
✓ The monk who was martyred in the Coliseum trying to stop the bloodshed of the gladiators there
✓ The priest who suffered cruel deprivations to convert a savage tribe — with a dictionary!
✓ The Irish monk who crossed the Sea of Darkness to discover America
✓ The celebrated Spanish novelist who helped save Christendom from the Turks at the Battle of Lepanto
✓ The unarmed bishop who, with words alone, drove Attila the Hun from the gates of Rome

The stirring adventures of these brave Christian souls remind us that God has in hand for each one of us a unique mission — a mission worthy of all our imagination and of all our daring.

www.sophiainstitute.com TOLL-FREE: 1-800-888-9344

Dr. Alice von Hildebrand has spent a lifetime teaching in colleges and lecturing here and abroad. Her reflections on love and marriage draw on her own experiences and those of thousands of others who have turned to her for guidance and inspiration over the years.
A prayerbook for soldiers in combat
—and for you and me
by Archbishop Fulton Sheen

Written by Msgr. Fulton Sheen in the darkest hours of World War II, this small prayer book for soldiers and civilians has been proven in combat and hallowed by the suffering and prayers of countless Catholic fighting men and women on ships and aircraft, in fortresses and foxholes, and in prisoner-of-war camps across Europe and the Pacific. New enemies have shattered the security those good soldiers fought to win sixty years ago. Americans are engaged in combat overseas, and terrorism now takes as its battlefield our homes and our workplaces, threatening soldier and civilian alike. The Department of Homeland Security may protect us from terrorist acts, but no government agency can save us from the corrosive impact of fear, uncertainty, anger, and despair, which wars and terrorism have now thrust into our daily lives. So we’ve drafted Fulton Sheen’s wartime prayer book back into service, publishing it in a pocket-sized edition you can carry in your pocket or your purse, in your car or on the subway, and that soldiers can carry as they face the enemy. Turn to it when you feel overwhelmed or lose your way. Receive from it the strength and consolation it gave an earlier generation of Christian soldiers in their moments of darkness, doubt, and fear.

Some of the prayers, meditations, and devotions in this handy, pocket-sized prayerbook:
The Angelus • Regina Coeli • Memorare • Hail, Holy Queen • Stations of the Cross • The Our Father • The Hail Mary • Confiteor • Act of Faith • Act of Hope • Act of Love • Act of Contrition • The Apostles’ Creed • Morning Offering • Morning Prayers • Night Prayer • Prayer to Our Lady of Perpetual Help • Prayer for Fulfiling the Word of God • Prayer to Follow the Example of Christ • Prayer for the Sick • Prayer for the Enlightening of the Mind • Prayer for Our Government • Prayer for Civil Authorities • Prayer for Charity and Tolerance • Prayer in Time of War • Prayers for Peace • Prayer for Travelers • Prayer for the War • Prayer for Victory • Prayer before a Battle • Prayer on Coming Through a Battle Unharmed • Prayer of a Wounded Man • Prayer for a Dying Comrade • Commemoration of the Dead • Prayer against Evil Thoughts • The Ten Commandments • Prayer for the Grace of a Happy Death • Prayer for Deliverance from Enemies • Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament • Hymns to the Blessed Sacrament • O Salutaris Hostia (Latin and English) • Tantum Ergo (Latin and English) • The Divine Praises

Fulton Sheen’s Wartime Prayer Book by Archbishop Fulton Sheen
$9.95 list (Dnrs: $7.46) 2 7/8 x 4 3/8 leatherette 192 pgs
ORDER TOLL-FREE: 1-800-888-9344 • www.sophiainstitute.com

Ten dates every Catholic should know (Do you?)
Here are the saints and sinners, popes and kings that God used to shape his Church and change the world. You’ll meet Clovis and Charlemagne, Luther and Pope Leo, Suleiman and St. Francis, the Arians, the Franks, the Huguenots, and others whose sins or sacrifices altered the course of history.

Ten Dates Every Catholic Should Know finds the answer in history: from the first days of the Christian era, at key moments when civilization hung in the balance, God has intervened — sometimes subtly, sometimes dramatically — but ever and always he has come forward himself or given strength to those who were faithful to him. Consider, for example:

✓ Constantine, the pagan general who, in a desperate hour, saw a vision that made him a Christian and led to the conversion of the entire Roman Empire
✓ Pope St. Leo, who confronted Attila the Hun face-to-face and, without sword or dagger, turned back this “Scourge of God” and all his murderous hordes
✓ The surprising victories of the outgunned armies that thrust back the Moors, the Turks, and the barbarians — just when Christendom faced annihilation
✓ Plus: St. Genevieve, Pepin the Short, Pope St. Pius V, St. Margaret Mary, and countless others who, in crucial moments, were called by God to save his people and give new life to our culture and his Church.

Ten Dates Every Catholic Should Know is essential reading for any Catholic who wants to understand the history of our Faith. But it will give you more than knowledge: you’ll close this book with renewed confidence that no matter how dark and dangerous the times may be, God has never abandoned his people . . . and never will.

Diane Moczar, D. Arts, teaches history at Northern Virginia Community College. She has written articles for Triumph, Smithsonian, Catholic Digest, National Review, Latin Mass Magazine, and many other publications.
Ten Dates Every Catholic Should Know
by Diane Moczar
$13.95 (Dnrs: $10.46) 192 pages ppbk
www.sophiainstitute.com
1-800-888-9344
Without regular reminders of God and a sure routine of prayer and meditation, your inner life shrivels up, your prayers grow listless, the sacraments become habits, and even the Mass seems routine.

Daily meditation is a proven remedy for such dangerous spiritual lethargy, and in our day it's more important than ever before. That's why the wise Dominican priest Bede Jarrett penned for busy Catholics like you the more than 120 meditations collected here — none longer than 1,000 words — to ensure that each of your days contains at least one brief, thoughtful encounter with God.

Each meditation calls to your attention some truth of revelation to help you keep in mind that God wants you to be a saint and to help you attain that lofty goal, no matter how secular your circumstances may be or how dry your spirits.

You don’t know how to meditate? No problem. Meditation is simply prayer of the mind and heart, a kind of prayer that Fr. Jarrett teaches you here in a page or two.

Once you learn it, you'll find yourself reaping the rich spiritual harvest that regular meditation brings. In fact, within days of taking up these pages, you'll be surprised to find yourself habitually addressing yourself to God — and not merely during crises but also in the ordinary course of your day, regularly calling on Him for strength and quietly speaking to Him out of the fullness of your heart.

Classic Catholic Meditations will calm your soul, enrich your faith, and help you pray. Why not begin today?

Classics Catholic Meditations

to Enrich Your Faith and Help You Pray

by Bede Jarrett, O.P.

496 pgs pbk $21.95 (Drs: $16.46)

Toll-free: 1-800-888-9344 www.sophiainstitute.com

Bede Jarrett, O.P. (1881-1934) looked upon life as a great adventure, and his joyful spirit pervades these classic meditations, which combine a solid foundation in Church doctrine with down-to-earth insights applicable to everyday living. A popular preacher and lecturer, Fr. Jarrett wrote numerous books.

Simple ways you can finally learn to “pray without ceasing”

Christ urges us to pray without ceasing, but when we try to do so, many of us simply cease without praying. We're distracted by troubles or duty or we quit just because it's late already and we're tired.

Fr. Raoul Plus's no-nonsense prayer manual, How to Pray Always, remedies these problems all Christians face by dispelling the false notions of prayer we all have and showing us how we can, in fact, pray without ceasing — even at times when exhaustion cripples us and cares threaten to sweep us away.

Drawing on the experience of dozens of saints, Fr. Plus explains sure ways we can recollect ourselves before prayer so that once we begin to pray, our prayers will be richer and more productive; he teaches us how to practice interior silence habitually, even in the rush and noise of the world; and he explains each of the kinds of prayer and shows when we should — and should not — employ each.

Usually, we can think of no more than one or two things at once. That's why most of us are not able to think of God or pray while we fulfill any but the most mindless of our daily duties.

No problem.

For such busy occasions (which constitute most of the time for most of us), Fr. Plus explains how we can pray without words by keeping our wills united to God even when our minds must be directed elsewhere.

In other words, How to Pray Always is that rare book that fulfills the promise of its title. It will help each of us become better Christians, showing us how to know, to love, and to serve God and to live prayerfully and constantly in His loving presence.

A modest book to help you pray as you’ve always wanted — and as you should

We all pray, but few of us pray well. And although that's troubling, few of us have found a spiritual director capable of leading us further along the path of prayer.

Fr. Raoul Plus, S.J., is such a director, and reading this little book about the four types of prayer will be for you like hearing the voice of the wise and gentle counselor you long for but can't find: one who knows your soul well and understands its needs.

How can this be? Well, the interior life is in most ways the same — and in lesser ways different — for each of us. The good director understands the ways it must always be the same, and allows for all the ways in which it will be different, uniquely our own.

By showing us in these pages the saints in prayer — and their struggles, which were much like yours and mine — and by drawing on 2,000 years of Christian experience, Fr. Plus is here able to make his spiritual advice both concrete and universal: suited to each of us as if we were speaking with him face-to-face.

To read is not always to pray; but to read this book is to be led to the very threshold of true prayer.

How to Pray Always
by Fr. Raoul Plus, S.J.

Leatherette 144 pages $10.95
(Drs: $8.21)
Toll-free: 1-800-888-9344
www.sophiainstitute.com

Raoul Plus, S.J. (1882–1958) wrote more than forty books to help Christians understand God’s love for the soul. His works stress the vital role of prayer in the spiritual life and show how you can live the truths of the faith.
This Dumb Ox taught the whole Church

Because he was big and strong and sometimes slow to speak, Thomas Aquinas's schoolmates called him the *Dumb Ox*. Not long afterward, he came to be called *Doctor* (which means "teacher") because, in truth, he could understand complicated things quickly and explain them well.

Which is what he loved to do, preaching often and writing in the course of his lifetime no fewer than eighty-five works of philosophy and theology — books that changed the Church and the world.

Indeed, in 1320, less than fifty years after Thomas died, Thomas's biographer said that “throughout the entire world Thomas's teachings have spread among the faithful, and the whole Church is instructed by his voice.”

Today, the Church Herself calls Saint Thomas Aquinas the *Angelico Doctor* (“the teacher who is like an angel”): pure, strong, close to God, and truly a messenger of divine light.

Scholar he was, but to those who knew him, Saint Thomas gave not only beautiful sermons and books, but also his heart, his devotion, and his love.

Initially written for children, but a delight for grownups as well, these pages show the beauty and holiness that belonged especially to Saint Thomas Aquinas, the man of learning who was also a man of God: the patron saint of all those, young and old, who love the truth with their whole hearts, and who wish to know and serve it well.

---

**Saint Thomas Aquinas**
For Children and the Childlike
by Raïssa Maritain
128 pgs ppbk $12.95 (Drs: $9.71)
www.sophiainstitute.com TOLL-FREE: 1-800-888-9344

Raïssa Oumansoff Maritain (1883-1960) was a Jewish-born Russian-Ukrainian poet. At the Sorbonne in Paris, she met the young philosopher Jacques Maritain. They married in 1904, entered the Catholic Church in 1906, and in the following decades were major figures in the revival of Catholicism in Europe.

---

**Crossbows and Crucifixes**
A Novel of the Priest Hunters and the Brave Young Men Who Fought Them
by Henry Garnett
208 pgs pbk $14.95 (Drs: $11.21)
(Former title: *A Trumpet Sounds*)
Toll-free: 1-800-888-9344 www.sophiainstitute.com

England, 1585:
Queen Elizabeth's spies lurk everywhere, searching out Catholics who refuse to attend the non-Catholic services of the State religion.

Officers of the law hunt down and kill Catholic priests, and imprison those who shelter them. In these perilous times, fifteen-year-old Nicholas Thorpe discovers that his mother has become Catholic, and he soon joins the Church she has come to love.

Thus begin Nicholas's adventures in a pious underground army of resistance that shelters priests and leads them in secrecy and danger from one estate to another, so the Catholic faithful can continue to receive the Sacraments the law now forbids.

In this adventure for all ages, author Henry Garnett brings to life the drama of a nation where unjust laws forced good men and women to choose between their country and their Faith, and young people heard early and well the call to heroism that Christians must be ever ready to heed.
George Peterson

used to wrestle for a big school. Now he has to go to a Catholic school run by parents: John Paul 2 High.

Just seven kids in a rundown building where scary things are happening.

Then there’s Allie. Gorgeous, yes, but hardly Catholic.

Why do they make her go here?

And what is Allie so afraid of?

Celia Costain

finds it awfully tough being seen as the perfect principal’s daughter in tiny John Paul 2 High.

Being Catholic has never been easy, but now Celia’s friends are all dating and say she’s uptight.

Celia can deal with that, but how can she relax with someone stalking her friend Allie?

And no one will tell her what’s really going on!
Delightful tales for bedtime reading

This, truly, is a bedside book of saints, crafted like an old-fashioned quilt — a colorful thing of threads and patches meant to brighten the bedroom and lift the spirits of souls wearied by the day.

Like the patchwork quilts made by your grandmother, these tales of holy men and women have been sewn together without great study and with very little plan: variety and charm are often the very thing needed to cheer a downcast soul and bring consolation and hope to the Christian who takes up a book just before falling asleep.

In these pages, Fr. Aloysius Roche shows you the saints not so much from a new angle as from a less familiar one, a comfortable angle that makes for a certain coziness. Without diluting the intensity and holiness of the saints, he tries to bring them near, to bring them home, to bring them to your very bedside.

So he lets the saints themselves do most of the talking. “I am like a parrot who has learned to speak,” wrote St. Teresa. Exactly! In writing this book, Fr. Roche seeks to be a parrot like St. Teresa, not reporting his own thoughts, but giving you the words of the saints themselves.

But whoever’s doing the talking, it won’t be loud. It would never do to send you off to bed with a book about the saints that keeps you awake all night. Some nights, however, even after reading a few of these pages, sleep may evade you. At those times, read a few more. (You’re likely to come across that holy friend of those with sleep-related woes: St. Vitus, whose symbol is a rooster: he helps sleepyheads who find it hard to wake up in the morning!)

Whatever you do, don’t read this book all in one sitting. Take just a few pages a night — no more. The charming, often humorous stories of these eminently human saints will ease your soul and help bring you good dreams. In the morning, you’ll rise with fresh hope, and carry with you into your day greater confidence in God and his saints.

A Bedside Book of Saints
by Rev. Aloysius Roche
$13.95 (Dnrs: $10.46) 176 pgs ppbk
www.sophiainstitute.com
Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344

Aloysius Roche (b. 1886) was a parish priest in Essex, England, where he was known for his great familiarity with the lives of the saints, his wise sermons, and his simple, holy lifestyle.
For nearly a thousand years, monks of the Carthusian Order have withdrawn from the world so they can place themselves in the presence of God. Alone in their cells, they pray, work, and take their meals, freed from worldly distractions and the cacophony of thoughts that course through your mind and mine, when, at the end of busy days, we finally kneel down to pray.

A thousand years’ silence has enabled the Carthusians to perfect a way of praying suited for the cloister, but it’s also right for those of us whose obligations force us to work and pray in the rush and hurry of the world.

In these pages, the monk Augustin Guillerand reveals the secret of the Carthusian’s remarkable prayer of the presence of God. Obviously, this way of praying excludes quick Our Father’s and hasty Hail Mary’s, but it also requires that we do more than pause and say our prayers slowly.

In fact, the Carthusians know that the prayer of the presence of God isn’t primarily a question of speed . . . or even of speech. Like love, it’s not so much a deed as an attitude — a habit of tranquil listening that allows God to enter our souls by all paths and to establish His presence there.

Failure to listen poisons love in marriages; and failure to listen poisons love of God. That’s why the prayer of the presence of God is essential not just for monks, but for all of us, no matter what our circumstances may be.

Yet how can we listen in a way that allows God to enter our souls? How can we even hear Him in the noise of our days and ways?

A thousand years of Carthusian experience provide sure answers to these questions. Though this is no step-by-step manual (listening can’t be reduced to steps), you’ll learn where you must begin and how to proceed if you’re finally to bring to maturity in your own soul the habit of tranquil listening that’s essential for all those who would know God and love Him as they ought.

Dom Augustin Guillerand (1877-1945) was a French Carthusian monk whose writings have been treasured by generations of Christians.

Learn to pray as monks pray.

Henri Daniel-Rops (1901-1965), a French scholar, wrote more than seventy books of theology, history, poetry, and fiction. He was perhaps best known for his masterpiece, Jesus and His Times.
One of the greatest Catholic minds of the twentieth century was a journalist, playwright, novelist, literary critic, poet, cartoonist, essayist, broadcaster, and even president of the Detection Club.

But he was also a theologian.

G. K. Chesterton, famous for defending Christian belief in his books *Orthodoxy* and *The Everlasting Man* (the latter helped to convert C.S. Lewis) could not help thinking theologically — even when he was making jokes — and his writings illuminate the profoundest religious themes.

In his hands, Christian truth is rescued from becoming a purely academic exercise. He gives us an “experience of the fullness and many-sidedness of the truth, in which the Christian can romp without a care” (Balthasar).

In fact, like Lewis, Chesterton, who was one of the great converts of the twentieth century, draws us directly into an encounter with the Word of God, showing us the faith of the Church as most of us have never seen it before. No wonder Pope Benedict XVI tells us that “in every age the path to faith can take its bearings by converts.”

But Chesterton wrote so much — literally millions of words in thousands of essays and books — that the average reader may feel daunted. There has never been one book that introduces his thoughts on God and the Church... until now, courtesy of the wise Dominican priest, Aidan Nichols.

In these pages, Fr. Nichols has gathered the most powerful theological passages from the many works of Chesterton, and included his own concise explanations of the keen and sometimes surprising ways they illuminate the most profound questions ever asked by man.

Readers new to Chesterton as well as his lifelong fans will delight in the fresh light he sheds here on the existence of God, the nature of man, the meaning of Christ, and the universal call to holiness, which in these pages rings out as loudly as it did when G.K. Chesterton first wrote these words over a century ago.

---

Kevin Vost, Psy.D., is a college professor and psychologist, as well as one of America’s most talented communicators of Catholic wisdom. Among his books are *Memorize the Faith* and *Fit for Eternal Life*.

---

Fr. Aidan Nichols, O.P., of Blackfriars, Cambridge, is a lecturer in Cambridge University and the most prolific writer on Catholic theology in the English language. His books include important studies of St. Thomas Aquinas, modern thinkers including Hans Urs von Balthasar, and the theology of Pope Benedict XVI.
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Of all books, the one we need to know best is the Bible, which contains the revelation of Christ.

God has spoken to us, and the Bible contains His message. God has redeemed us, and the Bible shows us our Redeemer. It tells us what God wants us to know, about Himself, and about ourselves.

But the Bible does not interpret itself, and the Catholic Church has always rightly protected the faithful from erroneous interpretations. The Bible is such a diverse collection of texts, of so many types and ages, that in order to unlock its treasures we need the wisest of guides.

Abbé Poelman is such a guide, writing entirely under the guidance of the Church’s authority and that of the Holy Spirit who makes the Church live. He begins not with Genesis but with the Gospels, the “loftiest, most sacred, and most mysterious part of the whole Bible,” wherein Christ is revealed, the inmost life of God and the source of our promised joy. Christ is the key to the whole of Scripture, the summit of the mountain to which all roads lead, and all the books of the Bible make most sense when read with him in mind.

Only then, having introduced us to Christ through the Gospels of Luke and John, does Abbé Poelman turn to Genesis and to the creation of the world, to the Patriarchs and the story of the Covenant. This is the story of how God formed a universe and a people in which Christ might be born.

Each chapter is short and to the point, and passages of Scripture are selected for prayerful reading, so that by the time we arrive back at the Gospels of Matthew and Mark, we understand Christ to be truly the center and goal of human history. Brief summaries of the Acts, Letters of the Apostles, and Book of Revelation complete this wonderful little book, leaving us full of love for the God of our salvation.

Sixty-three Saints of the Western Church from the 1st through the 20th Century

Saints are the men and women who best love Christ and His Church. They may be kings or queens, statesmen or soldiers, scholars, visionaries, workmen or beggars. They teach us the real meaning of human history, and they show us how to live in any walk of life or set of circumstances.

Included in this anthology are famous saints — Francis of Assisi, Dominic, Joan of Arc, Ignatius of Loyola, Teresa of Ávila — but also more obscure ones, such as Raymond Lull and Hugh of Lincoln.

Many of these saints were martyrs, killed in periods of persecution. Others died trying to bring the knowledge of Christ to pagan tribes. Yet others built up the Church through their example and their teaching, but were never called upon to shed their blood.

These beautifully written stories follow one from another, linked through time in such a way that the reader easily obtains a vivid picture of the sweep of history, the history of Christendom as it unfolds in the lives of individual men and women right up to modern times, with the first citizen of the United States to be pronounced a saint, Mother Cabrini.

Every saint is different, every one a unique personality. Each of them finds his vocation and destiny in a different way — teaching us that God has in mind for you and me a very special adventure that will be all our own. The purpose of our lives is to find that mission that only we can fulfill in the body of the Church, for the love of God and our neighbor.

The Young People’s Book of Saints
Hugh Ross Williamson
240 pgs ppbk $14.95 (Drs: $11.21)
www.sophiainstitute.com 1-800-888-9344

Hugh Ross Williamson (1901-1978) was a prolific British historian and playwright. At first a Nonconformist, he became an Anglican clergyman and later converted to Catholicism in 1955. This book was written in 1960.
Lessons in How to Live from the Son of Man Himself

We all know imperfection, only too well. We are conscious of human imperfection, sin, and failure on all sides. We have been trained to suspect hypocrisy under every façade. And yet there was one man who was perfectly good, a perfect man in whom no fault can be found. That man can show us that goodness is not an illusion, that holiness is worth striving for, that our existence has a meaning and a direction.

Jesus Christ was the Perfect Man that philosophers and storytellers have searched for since the dawn of history. He was greater than storytellers have been able to imagine, more sublime than we had a right to hope.

Our Lord was Perfect Man because he was also God. By being divine he was able to show us our human nature as he had desired to create it, with his infinite power. He reveals the nature of man to us, at the same time as he reveals God.

We possess the historical and literary portrait of this Perfect Man in the Gospels, where we see him walking and talking among us, answering questions, healing and consoling the men and women who are drawn to him. The Gospels give us this portrait in order to provide us a model for our own lives, whoever we are and wherever we live.

The Saints demonstrate that it is possible, by grace, to imitate that model and share in his perfection—not by copying his outward appearance, but by living in his spirit.

It is Our Lord’s example of love that calls us to become truly human. Love as he taught it was a new thing in the world. Love as he practiced it has made the world another place.

How can I pray better?
How do I know God hears my prayers?
How can I ‘pray always,’ as Jesus commands?
Why must I ask for things God already knows I need?

Such were the questions that perplexed a young North African man, Augustine Aurelius (354-430), whose intense yearning for God led him into a profound and lifelong encounter with Christ in prayer.

There Augustine found answers to these questions and countless more—answers not grounded in his own brilliance, but in prayer itself.

In time, Augustine became a bishop and a Father of the Church, and has long been numbered among her saints. Yet of all the Church’s saints, not one expresses the longing for God more beautifully, or explores the nature of prayer more helpfully, than St. Augustine. His words speak to us today as freshly as they did to his contemporaries.

St. Augustine wrote many books, but never one devoted to prayer alone. Indeed, his teachings on prayer are scattered in many places. So from over 200 works, Fr. Cliff Ermatinger has gathered and translated Augustine’s teachings on prayer, and now presents them here in a simple question-and-answer format. What emerges is nothing less than a rich new “catechism on prayer” by one of the Church’s greatest saints.

Alban Goodier (1869-1939) was a Jesuit who served as Archbishop of Bombay, India. He was a well-respected writer who contributed articles to the magazine The Messenger of the Sacred Heart, and wrote more than a dozen books, including Saints for Sinners.
Contrary to what many believe, Catholic doctrine is not made up by popes and theologians but is derived entirely from revelation, as this book shows.

In it, veteran Catholic apologist Dave Armstrong gathers in one place countless passages from Holy Scripture that point directly to the teachings of the Catholic Church. This galaxy of more than 2,000 passages from the Bible is overwhelming evidence that on every side Catholic teachings are confirmed by Scripture. Indeed, these passages show that the Catholic Church has a more complete grasp of the meaning of Scripture than those who try to use Scripture to discredit the Church.

That's because Catholic teaching is based not on selective readings of Scripture but on understanding and veneration of the whole Bible in its organic interrelatedness. Catholic doctrines are not distilled from single passages quoted in isolation or out of context; they arise from an encounter with the whole of Scripture, wherein passages on the same theme are read in light of each other, so that together they lead the mind to a complete picture of the truth.

That's why Dave Armstrong has gathered here under 115 thematic headings all the passages in Scripture relating to key Catholic doctrines. This arrangement makes it easy for readers to consider systematically — as the Church does — all the parts of the Bible that relate to any particular Catholic belief.

Whether you’re a Protestant seeking to understand Catholicism, or a Catholic wanting to defend Catholic teaching or learn more about its biblical basis, this is the one book you need.

Prayer is our lifeline to heaven, but most of us find prayer easy to neglect and even to forget. We tend to avoid it, and sometimes even resist it. Our fitful efforts at regular prayer frustrate and disappoint us.

Dom Hubert van Zeller knows why.

“Prayer,” says this beloved Benedictine monk who taught scores of souls to pray, “comes from God, is kept going by God, and finds its way back to God by its own power.” Prayer is not something we do, but something God does in us.

Which means that all these years, most of us have approached the problem of prayer backward: we’ve struggled to pray instead of working to remove obstacles to prayer from our hearts — obstacles that prevent God from praying in us and through us.

Sound mystical? Perhaps. But living in accordance with this single truth, elaborated in these pages, not only will make regular prayer possible for you; it will transform your prayers into a source of joy.

Here you’ll discover the true meaning and the proper ways of prayer. You’ll learn the secret of prayer from the example of Christ in the Gospels and from prayers of the saints. You’ll find out how to overcome distractions in prayer and how to deal with disappointment when your prayers seem not to have been answered.

Finally, you’ll learn how to accept God’s will, no matter how puzzling it may seem; and even — yes — to love it.

Never forget that prayer is your lifeline to heaven. These pages will help you grasp it firmly and never let go. What more could you ask of any book?
A holy Trappist monk explains how to find out who God wants you to be

Long years of prayer and contemplation disclosed to a Trappist monk many long-forgotten secrets about God and man — surprising secrets that reveal to you who God is . . . and who you are in His sight.

In spellbinding detail filled with holy fire, Trappist Father M. Raymond here shows that the reality of who you are in Christ is much greater than you think. Indeed, the spiritual realities that Father Raymond unveils are beyond the wildest dreams of most believers. He reveals how Almighty God actually needs you, how you can live your life in the fullness of God’s freedom, and how — no matter what — you can even stand in the world as straight as Christ Himself. Father Raymond also gives you the keys to unlock the mysteries of pain and of success and failure. In a startling way, he even discloses the mysteries of the future itself.

These are just a few of the many spiritual secrets revealed here — secrets that, understood rightly, are staggering in their implications for you and for your spiritual development. Father Raymond’s electrifying message will revolutionize your view of yourself and of mankind that, if widely accepted, will heal the world’s wounds.

Absorb the wisdom of these spiritual secrets, and you’ll soon develop a transcendent view of yourself and of mankind that, if widely accepted, will heal the world’s wounds. Father Raymond’s refreshing view of God will set your soul — and the world around you — aflame with the fire of the Holy Spirit!

Discover who you really are as you learn these secrets, including:

✓ The Church’s “priceless gem of literature and philosophy” — found in a place that will surprise you
✓ The secret of being able to survive the strongest anti-Christian onslaughts of our age
✓ The monstrous heresy believed by millions of those who consider themselves faithful Catholics — are you one of them?
✓ Life’s most exciting truth — is it animating you today? Do you even know what it is?
✓ The height and depth and breadth of your God-given vocation: do you really know it?
✓ How you can know that your soul is immortal (and prove it to the most hardened atheist!)
✓ Five forgotten facts about your identity as a Christian — revealed here in their breathtaking fullness
✓ Why God seemingly demands the impossible when He calls us to “be perfect”
✓ Why God must have not just first place in your life, but the only place — and how this will free you up to love more abundantly
✓ The only real spiritual problem you have — and how you can solve it, once and for all
✓ Are you taking for granted the most startling and mysterious thing on earth? Find out here!
✓ Much more that Father Raymond will show you about the great value of your true self!
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For example, although in the year 304 Agnes of Rome was only thirteen years old, pagan authorities tortured and murdered her because she was a Christian. For the same reason — and just over a hundred years ago — a Bantu king in Uganda burned to death young Charles Lwanga and his companions.

The tales of these saints are told here, along with those of many others who, though young, have joined the ranks of the greatest saints: some by dying for their faith; many more by living for it.

Louis IX is here. Crowned king of France in 1226 when he was but twelve years old, Louis’s holiness and wisdom, and his care for the poor, won him renown while he still lived, and lifted him swiftly to the ranks of canonized saints after he died.

St. Joan of Arc is here, too, leading armies in the 1400s while yet a teen; but also saints whose names are not writ large in the book of history: Dominic Savio, canonized for the simple goodness that marked each day of his brief fifteen years; and Bernadette Soubirous, the destitute 14-year-old to whom our Lady appeared at Lourdes.

Their lives of great and simple virtue remind us that “valor does not wait on years,” nor does holiness. To live in the love of God, in absolute obedience to His commandments, to practice the noblest Christian virtues, and even to offer our life in sacrifice — we don’t have to be grown up.

Christ is calling you to be like these young saints, to cultivate in yourself what you know is best: kindness, courage, perseverance, faith, charity, and absolute trust in God. The example of these bold young saints will help you do so.

BOLD YOUNG SAINTS

For 2,000 years now, young Christians have lived — and often died — for Christ, and with a courage that many adults find hard to muster.
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From St. Augustine to Cardinal Newman, the greatest among the saints and men of God have lived on familiar terms with the angels; and the Church has always accorded them a very large place in her theology.

Recent theologians have dwelt on dry questions about the nature of the angels, but the early Fathers of the Church, with the memory of Jesus fresh in their minds (and of the angels of whom He spoke often) were fascinated with the energetic action of the angels among men and the ways in which the angels have carried out that mission from the instant of Creation through the time of Jesus; and how they will continue their work even unto the end of time.

From the works of these early Fathers of the Church, the late French Cardinal Jean Daniélou has drawn forth threads of knowledge and wisdom which he has here woven into a lucid and bright tapestry that shows us who the ministering angels really are, and how—in every instant and in every way—they are working for your salvation and mine.

Here you’ll find no sentimental cherubs: the Fathers knew that majesty and power cloak actual angels, which is why God gave them the formidable tasks of shepherding not only souls, but entire nations, and the motions of the entire material universe itself.

Open these pages to meet the glorious angels as they were known by the Church’s greatest saints and theologians: Origen and Eusebius, and Sts. Basil, Ambrose, Methodius, Gregory of Nyssa, Clement of Alexandria, and John Chrysostom (among others). Soon you, too, will find yourself on familiar terms with the angels, and they’ll begin to play in your life the larger role that God intends them to play.

The Truth About Angels
— According to the Fathers of the Church

Jean Cardinal Danielou, S.J. (1905-1974) was a French Catholic theologian, historian, and author. Among his works are God and the Ways of Knowing and The Bible and the Liturgy. Toward the end of his life, he devoted much of his time to the poor.
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Our Christian faith isn’t based on an idea or a philosophy, or on some accumulation of myths and traditions. It’s based on a man: Jesus, the God who was born in ancient Nazareth and lived in the flesh and died; Jesus, the Word of the Father who was and is and ever shall be, a man.

We also believe that knowing this man is essential to our very salvation. That’s why Cardinal Giacomo Biffi, archbishop emeritus of Bologna, Italy, and close friend of Pope Benedict XVI, wrote The Man Christ Jesus — to give us an intimate portrait of Jesus as we meet him in the Gospels. Only by experiencing a close, personal encounter with Jesus in his full humanity — just as his first disciples did — can we develop a true and salvific belief in the Christ of Faith. And so, meticulously following the Gospel data, Cardinal Biffi reveals:

- A man of unsurpassed physical strength, vigor, handsomeness, and charisma
- A true friend who exhibits selflessness and humility in all his dealings
- A brilliant and complex mind who teaches simple people with simple words
- A pious Jew, and a perfectly prayerful and obedient son of the Father
- A “politically incorrect” preacher whose message leaves no one unchallenged
- An “unsolvable enigma of history” that the World, without the gift of faith, will never understand

When we are brought face-to-face with the unique mystery of the man Christ Jesus, writes Cardinal Biffi, “either we reject him, or we fall on our knees before him.” There is no middle way. Let these pages reveal to you the face of Christ, and bring you more readily and lovingly to your knees.

The Man Christ Jesus
How the Lord Looked, Acted, Prayed, and Loved
by Cardinal Giacomo Biffi
$10.95 (Dnrs:$8.21)  144 pgs ppbk
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How to find GOD

—and discover your true self in the process!

Here is practical help to look honestly at yourself — and by doing so, to attain the deepest desire of every sincere Christian: union with God Himself.

These days, it’s easy to be diverted from the search for God and even to lose yourself. That’s why the monk Hubert van Zeller wrote this book: to help modern souls like you spot dangerous distractions and keep you on the path to true knowledge of yourself . . . and of God.

From Dom van Zeller, you’ll learn how, by coming to see yourself with true clarity, you can grow into the person Christ means you to be — no matter how far you still have to go. You’ll learn how to attain an unmistakable, lasting experience of God that will charge your life with a transforming spiritual vigor.

How to Find God is a spiritual banquet for every Christian who wants to attain true self-knowledge and to be united with Him who is the fount of all joy.

✓ Why you must discover your true self in order to discover God
✓ How to avoid dangerous misconceptions in your views of the world and of Christ
✓ You, a saint? A simple way to test your motives and see if you’re honestly trying to become one
✓ True and false lovers of God: how to tell which kind you are
✓ Loneliness: why it’s an unexpected but authentic sign of a soul finding Christ
✓ Four earthly things that allow you to glimpse God’s unfathomable splendor
✓ The one thing you must have in order to know anyone truly, including God
✓ Do you have unspiritual assumptions about God’s creation? Find out here!
✓ Self-deception: why it’s so common and so difficult to pierce through — and the simple way you really can begin to overcome it
✓ Why love and sacrifice are inseparable for every true Christian
✓ How to get down to business and translate your charitable ideas into charitable actions
✓ And more to help you know God better — no matter how well you know Him now!

Dom Hubert van Zeller will show you . . .
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Although Giovanni di Bernardone left but a few pages of writing, men and women worldwide know and revere him as the humble St. Francis of Assisi.

Behind the legends lies a real man of flesh-and-blood: a dissolute youth not above cross-dressing and drawing other young people into serious sin and crime; a haughty fellow who joined the local militia for the love of battle; a headstrong young-adult whose conversion took years as he struggled mightily — like you and me — to turn his will away from what he wanted so that he could serve the God he only slowly came to know and love.

For all those reasons — and because he sought mightily to be good in an age as corrupt as ours (when even the clergy frequently succumbed to the temptations of lust and power) — Francis is a model for us today, a source of hope in a time when hope is hard to come by.

In these pages, master biographer Michael de la Bedoyere has gathered all the known facts and uncovered the truth embedded in the more credible legends about Francis. You’ll get the truth about Francis’s hugging the leper and his preaching to the birds. Here, as well, is a reliable account of Francis’s perilous journey into the heart of Islam, where Catholics were killed merely for professing Christ — and where Francis actually offered to be set on fire to establish the truth of the Catholic Faith!

Sifting through facts and legends, author de la Bedoyere has created the definitive biography of Francis, whose sanctity, orthodoxy, and uncompromisingly moral temper enabled him to fulfill the command that, eight centuries ago, Christ gave him (and that Christ gives you and me today): “Repair my Church.”

Francis, the sinner, did just that: repairing the Church in those areas where reparation and rebuilding matter most and are most effective — in the hearts of men and women. Take up these pages to learn from Francis how to reform your own sinful heart so that you can join Francis in reforming our Church today.

“This is an outstanding biography that may change your life: it certainly changed mine.”

Most Rev. Charles Chaput
Archbishop of Denver
Help from over 350 saints: 
the souls best qualified to teach you to cope with life’s troubles

Whatever you’re struggling with, you’re not alone: there’s a saint who is not only praying for you before the throne of God, but who went through the same thing you’re going through. In Saintly Solutions, Fr. Joseph Esper introduces you to over 350 saints who suffered in ways that you and I suffer every day, and who will bring you, too, to peace!

Fr. Esper considers over forty of life’s common problems, showing how saints overcame these challenges and difficulties, and even grew holier as they did so. Better yet, he explains how you can, too.

In each chapter, Fr. Esper includes thought-provoking quotes from saints for further reflection, a practical section entitled “Something you might try,” and solid recommendations for further reading. That makes Saintly Solutions immensely valuable for everyone who struggles with life’s common problems and wants to face them with the unquenchable joy of the saints!

“A truly useful compendium of practical wisdom from the most godly sources in the world. Reading this book is like entering a cathedral.”

Peter Kreeft, author, Making Sense Out of Suffering

Help from the saints on:

- Anger
- Anxiety
- Argumentativeness
- Boredom
- Broken friendships
- Business difficulties
- Conception and pregnancy difficulties
- Concern for departed loved ones
- Criticism
- Depression
- Distractions during prayer
- Distrust in God
- Doubts
- Drunkenness
- Envy
- Failure
- False accusations
- Family difficulties
- Financial difficulties
- Gloominess
- Gluttony
- Gossip
- Greed
- Grief
- Guilt
- Illness
- Impatience
- Irritations
- Irreligious children
- Judgmentalness
- Loneliness
- Lust
- Marital problems
- Old age
- Pride
- Self-indulgence
- Spiritual dryness
- Tardiness
- Temptations
- Timidity and aggressiveness
- Uncertainty
- Unforgiveness
- Unpopularity
- Much more!

Help from the saints on:

- Abuse and neglect
- Academic problems
- Anger
- Criticism
- Difficulties praying
- Distrust of God
- Eccentricity
- Failure
- False accusations
- Family difficulties
- Forgetfulness
- Gambling
- Grief
- Household duties
- Impersonation
- Insomnia
- Irritations
- Legal problems
- Lust
- Marital problems
- Mental illness
- Neglect
- Physical deformities
- Pride
- Scrupulosity
- Self-indulgence
- Shyness
- Speech problems
- Spiritual dryness
- Spiritual warfare
- Stubbornness
- Temptations
- Uncertainty
- Unforgiveness
- Widowhood
- Much more!

More Saintly Solutions to Life’s Common Problems
by Fr. Joseph M. Esper  376 pgs ppbk  $21.95 (Dnrs: $16.46)
Toll-free: 1-800-888-9344   www.sophiainstitute.com

Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344  • www.sophiainstitute.com
The version of the Passion of Christ recommended by Mother Teresa of Calcutta

Written by Fr. A. G. Sertillanges, a Dominican priest who lived in Jerusalem, this acclaimed devotional classic brings you vivid and dramatic details not found in the Gospel or the movie.

With Jesus, you’ll be jostled by crowds as you enter Jerusalem, choke on the dust of the narrow streets, experience the exotic oriental smells of the city at festival time, share the Last Supper with the disciples, stare into the face of Jesus’ accusers, and be there as He dies on the Cross.

✓ Jesus begged His disciples to “watch one hour” with Him in the Garden of Gethsemane. With this book, you can watch not just one but many hours with Jesus. Read it slowly and prayerfully. The vivid details and the gripping narrative will soon take over: you’ll find yourself engaged in a personal retreat, an interior pilgrimage, and a profound meditation on the love and sufferings of Jesus on the Cross.

✓ Recall with Him the history of His people, while gazing lovingly on Mount Zion — the “City of David” — cradled within the walls of Jerusalem.

✓ Search the faces in the crowd below, finding there the malice of enemies, the dismay of friends, and the indifference of so many others.

✓ Find comfort in the tender love revealed in the sorrowful face of His Blessed Mother.

✓ Look across Jerusalem to the Mount of Olives, the road to Bethany, the Upper Room, the Garden of Gethsemane . . . and remember with Jesus the holy deeds He performed in each of these places.

✓ Recall the forty days in the desert, the marriage at Cana, the baptism by John, the calling of the Apostles, and the other events of His holy ministry, now brought to fearful consummation on the Cross.

From Christ’s Cross, you’ll:

✓ Find the consoling graces of the Sacraments. Between times they cared for souls dying for huge stakes: the salvation of countless souls mired in darkness.

✓ Patient, charitable, and heedless of their own lives, these eight Jesuits spoke constantly of Jesus, baptized thousands, and even in the shadow of death — brought them the consoling graces of the Sacraments. Betweentimes they cared for souls dying of smallpox, cleaned festering wounds, and — day in and day out — returned love for hatred, blessings for curses, and prayers for abuse.

✓ Ultimately, all were murdered. Some died from a sudden blow; the rest were mutilated and tortured until, with forgiveness in their hearts and Jesus’ name on their lips, they died in flames their persecutors had set around them.

Saints of the American Wilderness tells of these good men who sought nothing less than the conversion of a continent. Their zeal won for them the imperishable crown of martyrdom and sanctified with their holy blood the soil of North America.

Truly, they are models for those who would be saints in bloody times like ours.

“Beautiful, devotional, and insightful.”

John Cardinal O’Connor

True tales of horror and holiness

French priests enter a war zone where captured Westerners are paraded before their captors, tortured, and then beheaded. Their desecrated bodies get dumped by the roadside.

Iraq in 2004? The Gaza Strip? Western Afghanistan?

No. A place more dangerous: Canada in the 1600s. On rivers and in forests, Iroquois slaughter Huron and Europeans kill for land and power. It’s a landscape of blood and horror whose viciousness eclipses the terrorism that shocks us today. Into this iniquitous land go dozens of stouthearted Jesuits, the purest examples of Roman Catholic virtue our Western continent has ever seen.

Their purpose? To baptize souls and preach the gospel to savages whose degraded, vicious lives cry out for the light of Christ.

Many of these Jesuits were murdered, and today eight of them are saints. Six were priests: Isaac Jogues, Jean de Brébeuf, Gabriel Lalemant, Antoine Daniel, Charles Garnier, and Noël Chabanel; two were lay assistants: René Goupil and Jean Lalande.

They are the Jesuit Martyrs of North America, and this is their story.

From letters these brave men wrote to their superiors by the light of Indian campfires or while skimming lovely waters in swift canoes, John A. O’Brien has crafted the terrifying, inspiring, and true tale of the dangerous struggle they engaged in for enormous stakes: the salvation of countless souls mired in darkness.

O’Brien shows that in the best of times, these good men were surrounded by lasciviousness, pandemonium and demonic rituals. Bad times brought bloody war, upraised tomahawks, the shrieks of victims, and knowledge that their superstitious hosts might turn against them without warning, and bury a tomahawk in their skull.

Patient, charitable, and heedless of their own lives, these eight Jesuits spoke constantly of Jesus, baptized thousands, and — even in the shadow of death — brought them the consoling graces of the Sacraments. Betweentimes they cared for souls dying of smallpox, cleaned festering wounds, and — day in and day out — returned love for hatred, blessings for curses, and prayers for abuse.

Ultimately, all were murdered. Some died from a sudden blow; the rest were mutilated and tortured until, with forgiveness in their hearts and Jesus’ name on their lips, they died in flames their persecutors had set around them.

Saints of the American Wilderness tells of these good men who sought nothing less than the conversion of a continent. Their zeal won for them the imperishable crown of martyrdom and sanctified with their holy blood the soil of North America.

Truly, they are models for those who would be saints in bloody times like ours.
God has a plan for you and your baby, and it starts with breastfeeding. He wants you to use the gifts He gave you — physical and spiritual — to help your baby thrive and to mold you into a loving Catholic mother. That’s why the Church has long promoted breastfeeding.

Today, many mothers know that the medical evidence in favor of breastfeeding is overwhelming: your milk nourishes your baby and boosts his immunity; your warm, reassuring maternal embrace fosters his early mental and emotional development.

But the spiritual reasons for breastfeeding are just as strong. Citing priests and popes, author Sheila Kippley here shows that nursing is not only the best way to ensure your baby’s health and proper psychological development; it’s an integral part of your own vocation as a Catholic mother.

Nursing is an act of Christian charity. Indeed, Pope John Paul II said that nursing mothers are “truly heroic.” Their selflessness is a boon to the family, the Church, and society. Breastfeeding creates the intimate bonds of love and trust on which all Christian communion is based. It awakens tenderness in you and a sense of wonder at creation, especially at the marvel you cradle in your arms, your tiny baby.

These pages show that breastfeeding is the best care you can give your baby, but it’s also good for you as a Catholic woman. Nursing will deepen your love and develop in you habits of meditation and prayer.

Let Sheila Kippley help you take the next step toward breastfeeding.

Soon, as you gaze on the baby nursing in your arms, you’ll find praise of God welling up in your soul, and thanksgiving for His wonderful works and the marvelous gifts He has given you.

Sheila Kippley has promoted breastfeeding and mother-child togetherness for over forty years. She is the author of the classic works, Breastfeeding and Natural Child Spacing and The Art of Natural Family Planning.
The secret diary that transformed this woman’s husband from an atheist into a priest!

This inspiring book gives you a splendid example of how to live as a Christian in a secular environment that can be indifferent or hostile to your Faith. For Elisabeth Leseur had two great loves: God and her husband Felix, who was an atheist. Felix loved Elisabeth as well; yet to their mutual sorrow, he couldn’t share the life of the Spirit that Elisabeth cherished.

Occasionally the happiness of their life together in upper-class Parisian society was shattered by Felix’s frustration. How could such an intelligent woman waste her time, as he saw it, with superstitions? Sometimes he would even ridicule and mock her faith.

But Elisabeth loved Felix too much to allow their home to degenerate into an emotional war zone. She realized that arguments were useless; she chose instead to keep quiet and pray for Felix. In her secret diary she recorded how she used his efforts to destroy her faith as means to grow in love for him and for God.

When she died prematurely, Felix was still an unbeliever. But the story doesn’t end there. When Felix found this diary, he discovered how Elisabeth’s whole life bore witness to the truth of the God she loved.

In time, Felix was transformed by the diary and his memories of Elisabeth. He became a Christian and, later, a priest. Now she may even be declared a saint. Elisabeth’s diary and spiritual writings (all included in this one volume) map out for you a path to marital harmony and greater love for God — especially if you love someone who stands outside the Faith.

Let Elisabeth’s two great loves, and her faith and perseverance, inspire you now.

“A profound self-portrait of a soul molded and transformed by divine grace. If St. Augustine’s Confessions is analogous to the sun — bright, powerful, and penetrating — then Elisabeth Leseur’s Secret Diary is like the moon: soft, friendly, and enchanting in its spiritual beauty.”

Fr. Joseph Esper, author, Saintsly Solutions

“Elisabeth Leseur’s example of courageous generosity can strengthen every marriage, whether healthy or troubled. With lustrous humility and grace, she lights our way toward holiness in marriage, effective prayer for our loved ones, and the heights of personal sanctity.”

Lynn Nordhagen, author, When Only One Converts

“No spiritual writer has taught me more about the sanctifying power of marriage, especially those unions that are ‘difficult.’ A true spiritual sister of St. Thérèse of Lisieux, Elisabeth Leseur practiced her own ‘Little Way’ — a form of sacrificial love and asceticism uniquely suited to the domestic context.”

Robin Maas, John Paul II Institute for Studies on Marriage and Family

Gain the wisdom of the book that formed the soul of St. Francis de Sales!

St. Francis de Sales carried this book in his pocket for eighteen years! Its wisdom formed his soul, inspired him to a life of the deepest devotion, and ultimately helped him become one of the Church’s greatest saints. Now this book can do the same thing for you.

It’s no longer fashionable to speak of the Christian life as a “battle,” but there’s actually no better way to describe the tug-of-war for your soul that’s raging right now between the forces of light and darkness. Here, Dom Lorenzo Scupoli (1530-1610) helps you take your proper part in this spiritual battle so that you can win — decisively — the war for your soul.

Yes, Spiritual Combat was first published over four hundred years ago in a world much different from ours. But spiritual realities haven’t changed, which is why this book has been cherished by saints and sinners alike ever since it was written.

With the sure spiritual guidance you’ll find in these pages, you’ll soon be winning more of your spiritual battles — battles that most people today concede without a fight!

AMONG THE TOPICS COVERED:

• How to keep from deceiving yourself about the state of your soul
• How to train your will • What you must do to develop virtuous habits
• What to do when you feel overpowered and can’t resist sin • How to fight your passions and vices • How to fight sudden impulses of the passions
• How to fight impurity • How to conquer sloth • How to govern your speech
• How to acquire virtues • Mental prayer and meditation with the Virgin Mary and the angels • How to receive the Blessed Sacrament with true worthiness
• Spiritual communion • How to offer yourself to God • How to bear with spiritual dryness • Despair and its remedy • The nature of the human heart, and how to govern yours • Why God permits you to be tempted • How to think about your own faults • How to keep your peace of soul even amid temptations
• Why true happiness can be found in God alone, not in pleasure or comfort
• How to receive the Cross and the sufferings of Christ • Four temptations that will surely come to you at the hour of your death: how to keep them from deceiving you • Two things you need in order to do God’s will • And many other topics!

Spiritual Combat
How to Win Your Spiritual Battles and Attain Inner Peace
by Lorenzo Scupoli
$15.95 (Dnrs: $11.96)
240 pgs ppbk
ORDER TOLL-FREE:
1-800-888-9344
www.sophiainstitute.com

“This great spiritual classic has influenced Catholic and Eastern Orthodox spirituality for four hundred years. Its republication is part of the new surge of interest in reforming Catholic life and practice.”

Fr. Benedict Groeschel
Author
Arise from Darkness

Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344
www.sophiainstitute.com
I am Eve, the first woman God made. I have come to tell you about the creation of the world and what happened in Eden.”

So begins one of the many exciting lessons in this surprising adventure catechism – lessons taught by Abraham, St. Patrick, St. Cecilia, and, of course, Eve, the mother of all mankind.

Eve tells young Cecilia and Michael how the world was made and how the Devil deceived her. She describes the sorrowful events that followed. Abraham picks up the story, speaking of his own life, of Moses, and of the savior God promised the Jews.

But this is an adventure catechism, so in these pages there’s more than talk: Abraham takes the children back in time to watch Moses save the Israelites by parting the Red Sea. St. Patrick lets them see the Druids try to kill him for his Catholic faith. And he takes Michael and Cecilia to Bethlehem, where they stand with the shepherds in adoration of the newborn King.

Between catechism lessons taught by saints, the children travel back in time to witness persecuted Catholics risking their lives to attend furtive Masses in Roman days, in Reformation England, and in the Soviet Union just a few decades ago.

Through words and witnessing, deeds and doctrine, adventurous Michael and Cecilia learn the central truths of our Catholic Faith and discover how important they are, even today.

Marigold Hunt (d. 1994) was a speaker for the Catholic Evidence Guild and served as advertising manager of Sheed and Ward publishing company. In addition to this book, she wrote The First Christians, A Book of Angels, and A Life of Our Lord for Children.

How to make a good Confession

If you still drag your feet about going to Confession, here’s the help you need to enable you to overcome your reluctance and open your soul to the vast reservoir of mercy found in Confession.

This down-to-earth, practical guide shows how to transform your confessions from embarrassing moments in a dark room into profound experiences of God’s love. The author, Fr. John Kane, provides solid guidelines for how you can (and must) make the most effective possible use of the sacrament of Reconciliation.

Even better, he shows you how to carry the grace of Confession into your daily life, so that you’ll start winning — consistently — your battles against sin.

This is a book you can return to again and again in order to renew your sense of God’s mercy — as well as to gain Fr. Kane’s help in examining your conscience and bringing your life into greater conformity with the light of the gospel.

Get Fr. Kane’s help to confess well and avoid sin:
✓ One truth you must realize, or you’ll never drive sin from your soul
✓ Two reasons why God forgives sin, but still punishes the sinner
✓ Three characteristics of the truly forgiven sinner: do you have them?
✓ Your past sins: startling ways they can help you love God more today
✓ True repentance and its counterfeits: three ways to find the genuine article
✓ How to tell whether you’re sorry for your sins — even if you don’t feel sorry
✓ The embarrassment of going to Confession — how it can actually help you imitate Christ!
✓ Why hating sin does not mean hating the sinner
✓ Why true saints will always consider themselves sinners
✓ Sorrow for sin: how it deepens your compassion for others
✓ How to take advantage of Lent each year to overcome your sins
✓ And much more that will help you get more spiritual fruit out of Confession than you may even have thought was possible!
Revealed by a cloistered nun:

From Eden to the Apocalypse

God’s Whole Plan for Our Salvation

So great is the dignity of mankind, and so relentless is God’s love for us, that everything He makes and does leads us into eternal communion with Him.

In *The Mystery and Destiny of the Church*, Dominican Sister Rosena Marie explores the reality of God’s loving intervention in creation and illuminates His millennia-long plan for redeeming it: the plan we have come to call “Salvation History.” Beginning with mankind’s appearance as the “crowning glory of creation” and subsequent estrangement from the Creator through the Fall, she shows how God has tirelessly prepared the way back to our original destiny.

By calling Noah, Abraham, Moses — all the patriarchs and their kin — into a relationship with Him, God begins to reclaim his people, and to make Himself their God once more. He gives them a Law to teach them, Manna to feed them, blood to protect them; He gives them sacrifices to expiate their sins, judges and kings to govern their nations, and prophets to call them to repentance. Directing a silent tableau of the whole mystery of salvation, He leads His people through exile, slavery, wandering, and finally, deliverance.

Then at the appointed time, He enters creation Himself, completing the work of previous ages, and ushering in the new Age of the Church. In the Church, the promise made to the Jews is extended to all humanity — where slain lambs once saved Israel, the Lamb once slain now saves all mankind.

Sister Rosena Marie takes the Church’s founding and structure, its sacraments and its teachings, and the evangelistic mission it carries out unto this day, and explains the part they play in God’s plan for our salvation.

That part is the **Mystery of the Church**.

Its **Destiny** is our own destiny: death, judgment, the passing of all things, and life eternal with Christ. Let these pages draw you deeper into that mystery, and guide you more surely towards that destiny.

---

**Housewives: learn how you can stay serene — and even find God — amid the dishes and the diapers!**

This unique spiritual guide will help you grow holier and more prayerful as you perform the most menial household chores — not in spite of those chores, but in the midst of them.

Written especially for women in charge of households, *Holiness for Housewives* will help you better understand and respect your vocation as a housewife — and discover in it your own God-given path to sanctity.

This handy guide will show you how to:

- Find meaning in even the most boring work
- Pray in the midst of a bustling household
- Bear the stress of those long days in which the work never seems to end
- Develop a greater awareness of God’s presence — even amid the diapers and the dirty dishes
- Learn to rely more on your will and less on emotions, when life seems to be an endless round of drudgery
- Handle your burdens and sorrows with prayers that are especially fashioned for housewives

Let *Holiness for Housewives* show you how to find and savor the lasting pleasures that await you in your noble, God-given vocation as a housewife!

“In our day, when so many are seeking ways to combat fatigue and weariness of spirit, Dom van Zeller points out a sure way to this desired peace. Written with charm and a fine sense of humor.”

*Ave Maria*

“Housewives and mothers of families will find much to help them in this author’s common sense.”

*Homiletic & Pastoral Review*

---

*Holiness for Housewives* by Dom Hubert van Zeller

104 pgs ppbk  $10.95 (Dnrs: $8.21)

Former title: *Praying While You Work*

---

*Sister Rosena Marie*, a cloistered Dominican, has lived for over sixty years in her monastery. A lifelong student of Sacred Scripture, she is also the author of *The Gospel Way of Life*, as well as a collection of hymns called *The Voice of Praise*.

---

*The Mystery and Destiny of the Church*  
God’s Plan for Our Salvation from Eden to the Apocalypse  
By Sr. Rosena Marie  
256 pgs ppbk  
$17.95 (Dmr’s $13.46)
The book that shows young people how to live a life of nobility and goodness
— even in corrupt and confusing times

Here is a complete guide to mature, responsible, even noble behavior in our complex modern society. Written in the 1930s by a wise Jesuit priest and steeped in the wisdom of the ages, these pages teach young people the timeless principles that have led countless souls to true success and lasting happiness.

Here is a good man’s canny advice to teenagers and young adults — advice that shows them how to deal with the practical problems faced by all those who strive to live their lives nobly and well.

They’ll learn how to discipline their imagination so it won’t lead them astray; how to tell the critical difference between pleasure and happiness; and how to strengthen their will to ensure that they always choose the good.

Without condescension, Fr. Garesché shows young people how to maintain a healthy mind, resist temptations, grow temperate, practice fortitude, think kindly of others, and choose worthwhile amusements. He even explains to them how to accept criticism graciously and how to develop in themselves the kind of confidence that is not rooted in pride, but is the necessary foundation for any life that will be productive and holy.

Once young persons assimilate the wisdom here, they’ll know how to find genuine success — the success that transcends money, fame, and pleasure.

“Presents wisdom for achieving true success and lasting happiness for Christians of all ages.”
Homeschooling Today
“Teaches readers how to live a responsible life in a complex world.”
Publishers Weekly

When sin brings down some priests, Christ causes grace to abound in others. Evidence for this extends across our country to parish after parish where, undeterred by scandal-filled headlines and anti-Catholic editorials, thousands of modest priests continue to serve their flocks faithfully, living quiet lives of love, prayer, and service.

To remind us of this, author Michael S. Rose has gathered here the true stories of ten of these faithful priests. Some are young, some old. They hail from different backgrounds and have different ministries; some work with the poor while others walk the corridors of power. Their talents vary as much as their temperaments.

One trait they share: God’s grace is working vigorously in each of their lives, sustaining in them a burning love for Christ and an unwavering fidelity to His Church.

These true stories of real priests show us that, contrary to the media reports, priestly virtue — humility, sacrifice, and above all, charity — continues to flourish in rectories across America. Although its ranks have thinned, there still remains a thriving priesthood of faithful men who are worthy of our support and who deserve our gratitude.

Above all, these stories remind us to be grateful to God for the gift of the priesthood itself, which He instituted on Holy Thursday as the earthly means by which so many of His divine graces flow to us. Read these stories, and let your faith be restored.

Among the priests you’ll meet:
✔ The pastor whose homilies calling for openness to life led to a parish conspicuously full of babies!
✔ The military chaplain who ministers to soldiers abroad, and to the poor and destitute at home
✔ The vocations director who defied conventional wisdom and created a vocations boom for his diocese
✔ The elderly pastor who refused to cancel the Easter Vigil even as rioters swarmed past his church
✔ The missionary to the Russian Far East who established every parish in a thousand-mile radius
✔ And other tales to renew your pride in the priesthood and your gratitude for the good priests God gives us

Priest
by Michael S. Rose, Author of the NY Times bestseller, Goodbye, Good Men and of Ugly as Sin
$14.95 (Dnrs.: $11.21) 208 pgs ppbk
Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344 www.sophiainstitute.com
Conquer your pride and experience the joys of humility!

Of all sins, pride is the most dangerous . . . and the most sorrowful: it cuts you off from God, estranges you from others, and leaves you lost and unhappy.

These pages show you how to drive pride from your soul. You’ll learn to recognize its many forms (including some that masquerade as virtue), and you’ll come to see just why they’re such barriers to happiness and to holiness.

You’ll also discover the incredible strength of humility, the only virtue that has the power to expel every vestige of pride from your soul.

These pages will help you to begin experiencing the joys of humility today. You’ll learn:

✓ How humility breaks the back of every form of pride
✓ Why it is impossible to grow spiritually without humility
✓ Why humility is a form of strength — not weakness (as many falsely believe)
✓ How humility enables you to acknowledge even your gravest sins without despairing
✓ How humility helps you to see the world clearly, and to love all things in it with greater intensity
✓ How humility allows you to experience the consolation of God’s loving embrace
✓ Why only humility ensures true freedom
✓ How humility enables you to see God — not as a vague presence, but as a Person who knows and loves you
✓ How humility helps you to see the dignity of every person (even the dignity of those you’re tempted to scorn)
✓ How humility lets you hear God calling you personally to life with Him
✓ Why you best imitate Christ, Mary, and the saints by striving for humility
✓ And much more!

Secrets of holiness that the saints themselves use — revealed by St. Francis de Sales!

There are as many paths to holiness as there are saints in Heaven . . . but you can’t follow them all. Yet there’s one thing every saint practices that you can imitate: the simple art of loving God, which the beloved St. Francis de Sales explains for you here.

Under his wise and gentle guidance, you’ll discover the secrets to growing holier through the simple things in life — work, play, and rest. You’ll learn to avoid the distractions (even religious distractions) that trouble and weary your soul . . . and you’ll soon be able to focus your energy simply on loving God.

Listen to the holy words of this saint; take them to heart; make them a part of your life. Soon you’ll be well on your way, following that path to Heaven that God, from all eternity, has given you as your very own.

St. Francis de Sales himself will teach you the secrets of developing:
Trust • Modesty
Patience • Humility
Generosity • Courage
Simplicity • Obedience
Perseverance • Selflessness
Love of God • Gentleness and other key virtues.

The Art of Loving God
$9.95 (Dnrs: $7.46) 166 pgs leatherette
ORDER TOLL-FREE: 1-800-888-9344 www.sophiainstitute.com

St. Francis de Sales (1567-1622), a bishop and a Doctor of the Church, was remarkable not only for his holiness, but also for the wisdom with which he directed souls in the way of sanctity. Throughout his life, he worked tirelessly to win souls to the Church and to build within the Church a community of devout persons living lives of Christian perfection in all their varied states and vocations.
The Truth About Purgatory

...revealed more than 500 years ago to a canonized saint!

Here's the sensible view of Purgatory, tainted neither by childish superstition nor modern skepticism. From these holy pages by St. Catherine of Genoa, you'll learn:

- Why it's sensible to believe in the existence of Purgatory
- Why Purgatory is both a sorrowful and a joyful place for a soul to be
- How the purifying fires of Purgatory reflect God's love
- How St. Catherine's vision of Purgatory can help you face the sorrows in your life with greater faith and courage.

Five hundred years ago, Fire of Love! transformed the world's view of Purgatory, revealing these purifying fires to be the glow of God's love. Now is the time to let these pages transform your own view of Purgatory, and to discover in them a sweet manifestation of the unfathomable depths of God's love.

ORDER TOLL-FREE: 1-800-888-9344
WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
Saints have over the years inspired many tales that go beyond what we know about them. These pious fictions are delightful and can even be instructive: they reflect not only the holiness but also the gaiety of the saints. The Irish legends collected here are in that tradition.

Here’s the moving story of what happened when Patrick baptized the daughters of the King of Connaught and the shocking tale of the spike that pierced Aengus, the courageous Prince of Munster, just as Patrick baptized him. You’ll read about the spilled jar of milk that led Adamnan to become the Abbot of Iona; how Colman’s alarm clocks (a mouse and a rooster) took turns waking him; and a dozen or so other charming tales.

Alice Curtayne brings to these legends of Irish saints a rich grasp and a deep love of the Catholic faith of her native Ireland. She has unerringly chosen stories which will appeal to readers young and old and she tells them with the poetry and feeling that mark the work of every true Irish storyteller.

Alice Curtayne (1901-1981) lived in County Kildare, Ireland. Her other books include The Trial of Oliver Plunkett, St. Brigid of Ireland, and St. Catherine of Siena.

Modern believers may be tempted to look upon angels as one of the more fanciful elements of Scripture, but this illuminating and entertaining collection of angel stories from the Bible shows that there are just too many angels for them to be metaphorical, allegorical, or unimportant.

So that children will come to know and learn to revere angels, Marigold Hunt explains what angels are (and are not!) and gathers here in one volume most of the stories of angels in the Bible, including exciting tales of:

- The fallen angels, beginning with the devil himself, tempting Adam and Eve
- The angel who barred the gates of Eden so Adam and Eve could never enter again
- The angels who announced that Sara, Abraham’s aged wife, would have a baby
- The angels who tried to save Lot from destruction with the city of Sodom
- The angel who stayed Abraham’s hand as he was about to sacrifice his son Isaac
- The angels in Jacob’s dream who climbed the stairway to Heaven
- The angels who saved Sidrach, Misach, and Abdenago from the fiery furnace
- The angel Raphael, who shielded Tobias from death, and protected his wife Sara
- The angels at the Ascension who chided the apostles for staring at the sky
- The angel Gabriel, who foretold the birth of Jesus and John the Baptist
- The choirs of angels who sang above Bethlehem when Jesus was born
- The angel who carried food to Daniel when he was imprisoned in the lion’s den
- The angel who freed Peter from prison, and, of course:
- The countless angels who fill the marvelous pages of the Book of Revelation

Children will be charmed by these exciting tales.
How to defeat the Devil!
(before he defeats you)

Satan is a very real person bent on your damnation. Are you prepared to resist his attacks?

While most people aren’t possessed — or even harassed by Old Scratch the way some saints have been — the Devil does try to gain power over everyone’s soul (including yours)! This book explores the one time that he revealed himself long enough to let you study his usual plan of attack, and gives you sure ways to counter it.

You need this information now if you’re going to fend off the Devil’s next attack. Until you have it, you’re vulnerable . . . especially to the dangerously subtle methods he uses against people like you, who know the Devil exists and are already on guard. The wisdom here will quickly strengthen you in your struggles against evil in all its forms.

From Fr. Gerald Vann, you’ll learn:

✓ Why it’s foolhardy to deny the Devil’s existence or to downplay his power to tempt you
✓ How he uses your resistance to temptation to make his temptations more effective
✓ How Christ reveals His love for you in permitting you to be tempted
✓ How Christ’s loneliness in the desert can comfort you
✓ How His responses to Satan show you how to respond to the temptations Satan places before you
✓ Why absence of temptation can be more dangerous to your soul than temptation itself
✓ How to tell which temptations you must resist — and which ones you must simply flee
✓ Plus: Much more to help you defeat the Devil

The Devil and How to Resist Him
by Gerald Vann
$13.95 (Dnrs: $10.46)
174 pgs ppbk
Former titles: Stones or Bread;
The Temptations of Christ
Order toll-free 1-800-888-9344
www.sophiainstitute.com

Fr. Gerald Vann (1906-1963), a Dominican spiritual writer and author of Taming the Restless Heart, spent his life preaching and giving retreats. He loved God intensely, and understood the soul’s multifold relations with Him. Fr. Vann was deeply sensitive to human values and had profound compassion for each soul struggling to love God and serve Him properly.

The Truth about Heaven

Some folks still think Heaven’s a land of clouds and harps, while others imagine it as a grand resort where fishermen always land the big one and all golfers shoot under par. Many confess they’re not sure about the details, but one thing they know for certain: there will be no troubles or tears in Heaven. For each of us, Heaven will be whatever makes us feel good.

Harps and golf and stress-free living? Did Jesus die to make us cozy? Or suffer His Passion so we could just have fun?

This book replaces such nonsense with Heaven sense.

Confining himself to the teachings of Christ and the Church, Fr. J. P. Arendzen here shows that Heaven is grander and more intense than any of these bland modern notions of it. Heaven teems with bold Christians who’ve fought the good fight, won the battle, and entered into the land of their conquest — ardent souls eager for the God they’ve served so well.

In Heaven, these good men and women see God face-to-face. They experience directly His power, majesty, and love. Their bodies glorified, their minds perfected, they commune with Christ in His human nature, with Mary, and with the mightiest of the angels and the humblest of the saints. Exuberance is theirs, and as much joy as each can handle.

Such is the vibrant life of Heaven, a fitting reward for souls who, in faith and love, persevere to the end. Open these pages to glimpse it!

Heaven Sense
What Scripture and the Catholic Church really teach about Heaven
by J. P. Arendzen
$9.95 (Dnrs: $7.46)
112 pgs ppbk
(Former title: The Church Triumphant)
Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344
www.sophiainstitute.com

John P. Arendzen (1873-1954) spent his life as a priest spreading the Faith in England. His eloquence and clarity led the Daily Mail to name him one of the “Preachers of the Century.”

Heaven Sense
What Scripture and the Catholic Church really teach about Heaven
by J. P. Arendzen
$9.95 (Dnrs: $7.46)
112 pgs ppbk
(Former title: The Church Triumphant)
Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344
www.sophiainstitute.com
In charming words and classic images beloved by children for over a century, here are the stories of Adam and Eve, Noah's Ark, David and Goliath, and the Birth of Jesus.

Kids will meet the Three Wise Men and hear Jesus tell of the Good Samaritan, the Rich Man and Lazarus, the Prodigal Son, and the Good Shepherd who goes in search of his lost sheep. They'll see Jesus walk on water, wash His apostles' feet, carry His Cross, and rise from the dead.

These and the other Bible stories here will fill young children with a sense of wonder and a deep, abiding confidence that God truly loves them.
Catholic tales for boys and girls
— to form your own little ones in holy wisdom and piety

Here are twenty-four of Caryll Houselander’s best stories for children: delightful tales that are simple but not shallow, and that manifest a tender love of Christ and for His little ones not often found among us these days.

In these stories you’ll meet pirates and princesses, bishops and bears, gypsies and grocers, castles and kings — charmingly illustrated by Renée George’s lively drawings.

Through the tale of Jack and Jim, even young children will grasp the meaning of Christ’s suffering; in Racla the Gypsy, they’ll discover the charity which is at the heart of the Eucharist; in the The Curé’s Guest, they’ll see how Christ makes up for the sins of others.

All the stories touch on Catholic themes, but they’re not really catechetical. Yes, they do presume that Catholicism — especially prayer and the Mass — plays a large role in the lives of these children, but they do something more . . . and more important.

Tale after tale introduces children to the tender love that Jesus has for each of them and to the fire of love for Him that can burn in the hearts of Catholics — even in the hearts of little ones like themselves. There is no better gift you can give to a young child.

First published in 1939, this rich retelling of the life of Christ has the lucidity and dignity that mark the best of books for children.

Marigold Hunt begins with Adam and walks through those Old Testament events that lead to Jesus, whom she presents simply but not trivially, so children come to know His goodness, His suffering, and His majesty.

Without talking down to her readers, Hunt nonetheless speaks in words and phrases that young children understand and explains terms they may not know (such as gentile, manna, disciple, Pentecost, and transfiguration).

She includes many devotions with roots in the Bible (including the Magnificat, the Song of Simeon, the Beatitudes, and the Canticle of Zachary) along with many of Christ’s parables (whose meaning she explains).

A Life of Our Lord for Children will make sense of Scripture for your children and will help them grow more prayerful at Mass and be more attentive when they hear these same tales directly from the Gospels.

Here, for children, is an exciting retelling of The Acts of the Apostles, St. Luke’s account of the dangerous early days of the Church.

It shows children that the Catholic Church which today seems so ancient and established was born in turbulent times, when merely professing belief in Christ could get you killed.

Time and again, the apostles wind up in jail, from which God frees them. With Christian hope and good cheer, they take up again the task with which Christ charged them: “Go forth and teach all nations.”

By foot, on horseback, and by boat, they preach and teach their way across much of the known world, healing the sick, casting out devils, working miracles, winning converts, and establishing new churches.

They face down mobs, evade murder plots, and defend themselves in courts. All this and more is told in The First Christians, the thrilling — and true — saga of the lives and works of the first apostles of Jesus.

Delightful Bible Stories

Read-aloud to children ages 6 to 8; read themselves for children 9 to 12

Marigold Hunt was a speaker for the Catholic Evidence Guild and served for many years as advertising manager of Sheed and Ward publishing company.

In addition to these books, she wrote St. Patrick’s Summer and A Book of Angels.
Parent-to-Parent:

**Straight Talk about Homeschooling**

along with thousands of helpful, classroom-tested, homeschooling secrets

Here’s your one-stop resource for information, insight, and inspiration about every aspect of educating your children at home — written by those who understand it best: homeschooling parents!

Would you like to teach science or phonics better? Introduce your child to Latin, piano, or great works of art? Try new classroom approaches that other parents find effective? In these pages, you’ll find helpful essays from more than forty veteran homeschooling parents to help you do all this and more. You’ll also find wise advice and practical tips to make you a better teacher and your homeschool more productive and enjoyable.

Of course, homeschooling involves more than academics. That’s why *The Catholic Homeschool Companion* includes essays to help you foster your children’s moral and spiritual development, involve time-challenged dads, teach kids with special needs or in special circumstances, and handle other common problems homeschoolers face.

Are you frustrated trying to fulfill state academic standards or diocesan requirements for sacramental preparation? No problem! Here’s wise advice from parents who’ve fought those battles already.

There’s also humor to lighten your heart when the daily grind gets you down; and, for those really bad times, even testimony from young adults telling how grateful they are their parents taught them at home.

Information, insight, and inspiration: it’s all right here in *The Catholic Homeschool Companion*, the must-own resource for new and experienced homeschoolers alike.

In addition to the helpful articles on teaching school subjects, here you’ll learn: How to get your teens into college ● How to prepare your children for the Sacraments ● How to use the computer for virtual schooling ● How to work with children with special needs such as ADD and autism ● How to teach Latin ● How to schedule your school day ● How to use literature to teach math ● 21 things Dad can do to help in homeschooling ● 7 ways Mom can recruit Dad ● Why you must never make homeschooling decisions in February ● How to work with your parish ● How to teach core subjects as well as enrichment subjects (from piano to art appreciation) ● How to homeschool when you or your children suffer from serious medical problems ● How to run a home business and a homeschool simultaneously.

PLUS: *The Catholic Homeschool Companion* includes an extensive list of useful resources, including lists of home study schools, curriculum providers, online support, national support groups, books and periodicals, help for special needs children, and much more.

Rachel Mackson and Maureen Wittmann are veteran homeschoolers whose first book, *A Catholic Homeschool Treasury*, helped countless parents teach their children at home. In this new book, they have collected essays by over forty homeschoolers. Here, among many other things, broadcaster Steve Wood shows how to involve Dad more in homeschooling ● Greg Popcak explains how you can handle homeschooling burnout ● Canon lawyer Pete Vere explains your rights regarding the Sacraments for your children ● Joan Stromberg shows how to incorporate genealogy and the saints into history studies ● Cay Gibson tells how Helen Keller’s education inspired her own homeschool (and can inspire yours) ● Author Holly Pierlot gives practical advice to help you keep your house in order ● Homeschooling humorist Susie Lloyd shows you how to keep your sense of humor through it all ● And dozens of other seasoned homeschoolers share with you their wise tips and handy tricks to make your homeschool a happier, holier environment.
The Aquinas Catechism
— written by the great saint himself

Although St. Thomas Aquinas was one of the Church’s most intellectually powerful theologians, few know that he also wrote a great deal that’s well within the reach of ordinary believers. In fact, as you’ll find in The Aquinas Catechism, St. Thomas had a remarkable ability to communicate the Faith — including both its most complex and its simplest elements — in plain language. Here you’ll find his deeply insightful, straightforward, and clear explanations of the Apostles’ Creed, the Commandments, and the Sacraments — as well as of the Lord’s Prayer and the Hail Mary. In other words, this book will give you a basic course in the Catholic Faith, taught by the Church’s greatest theologian. Let him help you:
✓ Gain a better grasp of Church doctrine
✓ Pray with greater fervor and understanding
✓ Receive the Sacraments more worthily
✓ Learn what God requires of you and why
✓ Explain Church teachings to non-Catholic friends
✓ Discover the scriptural sources of our Catholic Faith
✓ Find remedies for moral weaknesses that still afflict you
✓ Glimpse the greatness of the Church’s supernatural mission
✓ And much more!

Above all, let St. Thomas teach you how to explain, defend, and live your Faith . . . with the clear-sighted wisdom of a saint!

“St. Thomas’s great influence has been a function of the simplicity and clarity of his writing.”
Karl Keating, author, Catholicism and Fundamentalism

“A marvelous companion and comparison document for the contemporary Church’s Catechism.”
The Very Rev. Peter Stravinskas, editor, The Catholic Answer

“St. Thomas wrote that ‘three things are necessary for the salvation of man: to know what he ought to believe, to know what he ought to desire, and to know what he ought to do.’ The wisdom and life-changing power of this maxim will reverberate mightily in all who ponder the truths contained in The Aquinas Catechism.”
Patrick Madrid, author of Search and Rescue and Surprised by Truth 2

From the Vatican:

What Our Catholic Schools Should Be
— and how to judge whether they are!

Explained by the Vatican’s Secretary to the Congregation for Catholic Education, Archbishop J. Michael Miller

At a conference at Catholic University in the Fall of 2005, Archbishop J. Michael Miller, the man responsible for Catholic education around the world, distilled for his audience the Church’s teachings on Catholic education. So well received were his remarks — and so important — that Solidarity Association, which sponsored the conference, asked Archbishop Miller to expand his themes into this small book.

Here, after a preliminary statistical look at the state of Catholic education in America, Archbishop Miller explains the Church’s position on parental and governmental rights and obligations in education. Then he lists and explains the five marks of all good Catholic schools — marks which serve as standards by which to judge a school’s Catholic identity and as goals for schools that seek to educate their students as the Church wants them to be educated. This book is essential reading for all Catholics concerned about Catholic education.

The Holy See’s Teaching on Catholic Schools
Archbishop J. Michael Miller, CSB
$3.95 (Drs.: $2.96) 96 pgs ppbk

Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344
www.sophiainstitute.com

Archbishop J. Michael Miller is Secretary to the Congregation for Catholic Education for the Vatican. From 1997 to 2003, he was president of the University of St. Thomas in Houston, Texas.

Documents cited by Archbishop Miller include the five major documents published by the Congregation for Catholic Education since Vatican II:
✓ The Catholic School (1977)
✓ Lay Catholics in Schools: Witnesses to Faith (1982)
✓ The Religious Dimension of Education in a Catholic School (1988)
✓ The Catholic School on the Threshold of the Third Millennium (1997)
Grow kinder
— and make all things better

Troubles are no excuse to act uncharitably. In fact, in hard times, it’s more important than ever that you show your family, friends, and coworkers the true face of Christian love. This book teaches you how.

In it, Fr. Lawrence Lovasik shows you how to find the time — and develop the patience — that you need in order to be consistently kind amid the irritations that afflict you daily. That’s why this book is such a godsend.

You’ll learn how to be kinder, even in difficult circumstances

There’s nothing complicated or magical about learning to be kinder; it just takes greater attention to the things that you do and how you do them. The Hidden Power of Kindness shows you how to become more aware of even your most offhand daily actions. You’ll find simple, step-by-step, and spiritually crucial directions for how to overcome the habitual unkindnesses that creep — undetected — into the behavior of even the most careful souls.

If you want to make progress in the spiritual life, you can’t afford to miss the bracing insights in this handbook for souls who yearn to be kinder. They’ll give you years of solid help in overcoming sin so that you’ll live more fully with others — and truly transform your corner of the world!

You’ll learn:
✓ Four ways you can become more considerate . . . immediately!
✓ Sympathy: why it’s your spiritual responsibility to show it to others — and five ways you can start doing so
✓ Three things to do — and three things you must not do — in order to grow kinder quickly
✓ Four surprising reasons why it’s spiritually dangerous to criticize others
✓ Three sure-fire remedies to eliminate sinful anger from your life
✓ Seven ways you can turn to your own spiritual benefit the wrongs that others do to you
✓ Six ways you can find and root out the hidden envy that may be choking your spirit right now
✓ And much more to help you grow kinder — and holier!

Special Features:
✓ Practical step-by-step instructions for overcoming all forms of unkindness and meanness
✓ A full 67-question self-examination you can use to monitor your progress in growing kinder and holier

“This work cannot fail to influence for the good all who are indirectly or directly touched by it.”

Most Rev. Fabian Bruskewitz, Bishop of Lincoln

The Hidden Power of Kindness
A Practical Handbook for Souls Who Dare to Transform the World, One Deed at a Time
by Lawrence G. Lovasik $17.95 (Drs.: $13.46)
256 pgs ppbk ISBN 1-928832-00-8 Abridged edition of Kindness
Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344 • www.sophiainstitute.com

On January 1, 2000, Holly Pierlot pounded her fist on the kitchen table and yelled at her husband, “I can’t take it anymore!”

Motherhood and homeschooling had overwhelmed her. The house was dirty, the laundry undone. Holly felt frustrated, discouraged, and alone. She couldn’t find time to snuggle and have fun with her five children or to go out with her husband. Yes, she loved Philip and she loved God, but she had come to resent Philip’s freedom and she almost never found time for prayer.

Today, everything’s better.

Holly still homeschools, but the house is cleaner, she gets more done, and the kids are happier. There’s less stress, less strife, and less housework. Holly’s been healed of past wounds that troubled her soul and her marriage. Best of all, she spends at least an hour each day in prayer and time each evening with Philip.

Holly brought about these changes with what she calls her Mother’s Rule of Life, a pattern for living that combines the spiritual wisdom of the monastery with the practical wisdom of motherhood.

Holly’s Rule is not just another set of schedules; it’s a way for Christian mothers to answer God’s call to holiness. With the help of your own Rule, you can get control of your own household, grow closer to God, come to love your husband more, and raise up good Christian children. In these wise and practical pages, Holly shows you how.

Do you want to be a better wife and mother? To have more order in your life? To grow in union with God? Are you desperate yet?

With your own Mother’s Rule of Life, you’ll transform motherhood and its burdens into the joyful vocation it’s meant to be. Learn from Holly Pierlot how to craft a Rule that’s right for you and your family. Then use that Rule to help God draw you, your husband, and each of your children into Heaven.

Holly Pierlot (b. 1961) is a popular speaker at marriage programs and catechetical and homeschooling conferences. She lives with her husband, Philip, on Prince Edward Island, Canada, where she homeschools her five children.
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How to do God's will joyfully! . . . regardless of your circumstances!

Three centuries ago, people flocked to St. Francis de Sales, seeking his help for their problems. St. Francis spent countless hours ministering to them face-to-face and wrote over 20,000 letters! From these letters to persons in many countries and in all walks of life, we've selected the ones which will be most helpful to you today.

Each is a hand-written response to someone like you seeking help with an actual problem. You'll be consoled by the warmth, the wisdom, and the holy sympathy you'll find in these pages as the love of this great saint reaches out to us across the centuries. Whatever your circumstances may be, there's wisdom here to make your life holier . . . and happier.

Solutions to common troubles . . .

✓ Family problems — how to keep calm, and even use troubles to improve your family
✓ Anxiety about the future: your job, your children, anything at all. It can be overcome!
✓ Your flaws — the right response to them. Plus, ways to bear those you can't overcome
✓ Family, work, prayer: which should come first? How to set your priorities
✓ Three criteria for judging pastimes. Do you really know which are spiritually healthy and which are dangerous?
✓ Helplessness: coping when you're not in control, especially during times of sickness or loneliness
✓ The roots of heresy — why you must understand Scripture in light of Church teachings
✓ Temptation and sin: how to turn them into spiritual victories

Wisdom for difficult situations . . .

✓ To a pious wife: how to be devout without irritating your husband
✓ To an old man, preparing for death
✓ To a newlywed, teaching the duties of married life and how to fulfill them
✓ To a new widow who finds life alone a terrible burden
✓ To a young man, showing him how to treat his parents better
✓ To a married woman trying to bear patiently her live-in parents-in-law
✓ To a pregnant woman, tired, sick, and discouraged, who thinks she doesn't pray enough
✓ To a childless woman, helping her to accept this sorrow
✓ To a nervous woman, showing her how to be less troubled
✓ To a businessman, showing him how to find God in his busy life

. . . plus help for dozens of other problems we all face!

Francis de Sales modeled himself so closely on our Lord that many times I asked myself with astonishment how, considering human frailty, a mere creature could reach so high a degree of perfection.

St. Vincent de Paul

“He seemed to have been sent especially by God. A great saint, remarkable not only for the holiness of his life, but for the wisdom with which he directed souls.”

Pope Pius XI

You'll get solid Scriptural proof of these doctrines:

God's revelation comes through the Bible, Tradition, and the Church's teaching authority • The Holy Spirit guides the Church • The Church was founded on Peter, the Rock • Jesus gave Peter primacy over the other Apostles • The Apostles and their successors are ministers of Christ and shepherds of the Church • The Church has always had a hierarchical structure • The Church is the authentic interpreter of God’s revelation • Infant Baptism was practiced by the first Christians • Celibacy for the sake of the kingdom of God is a gift from the Spirit • The Apostles and their successors minister God's reconciliation to others • Priests perpetuate Christ’s Sacrifice on the altar • Priests continue Christ’s ministry • The ministerial priesthood differs from the common priesthood of the faithful • Jesus calls only men to the priesthood • The early Christians received the sacrament of Confession • Christ raised marriage to a sacrament • Mary is the Mother of God • Mary was conceived without sin • Mary is ever virgin • Mary shared in the redemptive work of Christ • Mary is Queen of Heaven • God works wonders through His saints • The saints in Heaven intercede for us • Christians honor relics of Christ and of His saints • God commanded the use of images in worship • And many, many more!

The Scriptural Roots of Catholic Teaching

How the Bible Proves the Truth of the Catholic Faith by Chantal Epie

304 pgs ppbk $14.95 (Dnrs: $11.21)

Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344 • www.sophiainstitute.com

“St. Vincent de Paul modeled himself so closely on our Lord that many times I asked myself with astonishment how, considering human frailty, a mere creature could reach so high a degree of perfection.”

St. Vincent de Paul

✓ Family problems — how to keep calm, and even use troubles to improve your family
✓ Anxiety about the future: your job, your children, anything at all. It can be overcome!
✓ Your flaws — the right response to them. Plus, ways to bear those you can't overcome
✓ Family, work, prayer: which should come first? How to set your priorities

Solutions to common troubles . . .

✓ Three criteria for judging pastimes. Do you really know which are spiritually healthy and which are dangerous?
✓ Helplessness: coping when you're not in control, especially during times of sickness or loneliness
✓ The roots of heresy — why you must understand Scripture in light of Church teachings
✓ Temptation and sin: how to turn them into spiritual victories

Wisdom for difficult situations . . .

✓ To a pious wife: how to be devout without irritating your husband
✓ To an old man, preparing for death
✓ To a newlywed, teaching the duties of married life and how to fulfill them
✓ To a new widow who finds life alone a terrible burden
✓ To a young man, showing him how to treat his parents better
✓ To a married woman trying to bear patiently her live-in parents-in-law

. . . plus help for dozens of other problems we all face!

You don't have to remain silent anymore when people tell you that Catholic teachings go against the Bible! When the critics start talking, reach for Chantal Epie’s The Scriptural Roots of Catholic Teaching, the comprehensive, user-friendly guide that shows you where to find the Church’s teachings in Scripture — especially the ones that non-Catholics often contradict.

Epie reveals the Scriptural foundations of the most important and most controverted teachings of the Church: the source of Divine Revelation, the founding of the Church by Christ Himself, His establishment of the Sacraments as means of grace, and the importance of devotion to Mary and the saints.

The Scriptural Roots of Catholic Teaching goes far beyond most apologetics books for Catholics. Instead of simply listing the pertinent Scriptures for each doctrine, Epie shows you how to use them! She illuminates each doctrine with a clear, easy-to-follow narrative that shows how the Scriptures form the foundation for the Church’s teachings. In doing so, she skillfully weaves together passages from the Gospels, the Epistles of St. Paul, and the Old Testament — illustrating the wonderful unity of Scripture, as well as God’s loving Providence in planning from the beginning of time for the Church’s flowering.

So this book is not only a valuable apologetics tool; it’s also a solid refresher course in Scripture and the teachings of the Church. Use it with your kids to show them that their Catholic Faith is on firm Scriptural ground, or read it yourself to renew your gratitude for the unity and splendor of Divine Revelation!

You'll get solid Scriptural proof of these doctrines:

God's revelation comes through the Bible, Tradition, and the Church's teaching authority • The Holy Spirit guides the Church • The Church was founded on Peter, the Rock • Jesus gave Peter primacy over the other Apostles • The Apostles and their successors are ministers of Christ and shepherds of the Church • The Church has always had a hierarchical structure • The Church is the authentic interpreter of God's revelation • Infant Baptism was practiced by the first Christians • Celibacy for the sake of the kingdom of God is a gift from the Spirit • The Apostles and their successors minister God's reconciliation to others • Priests perpetuate Christ's Sacrifice on the altar • Priests continue Christ's ministry • The ministerial priesthood differs from the common priesthood of the faithful • Jesus calls only men to the priesthood • The early Christians received the sacrament of Confession • Christ raised marriage to a sacrament • Mary is the Mother of God • Mary was conceived without sin • Mary is ever virgin • Mary shared in the redemptive work of Christ • Mary is Queen of Heaven • God works wonders through His saints • The saints in Heaven intercede for us • Christians honor relics of Christ and of His saints • God commanded the use of images in worship • And many, many more!

The Scriptural Roots of Catholic Teaching

How the Bible Proves the Truth of the Catholic Faith by Chantal Epie

304 pgs ppbk $14.95 (Dnrs: $11.21)

Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344 • www.sophiainstitute.com

God's revelation comes through the Bible, Tradition, and the Church's teaching authority • The Holy Spirit guides the Church • The Church was founded on Peter, the Rock • Jesus gave Peter primacy over the other Apostles • The Apostles and their successors are ministers of Christ and shepherds of the Church • The Church has always had a hierarchical structure • The Church is the authentic interpreter of God's revelation • Infant Baptism was practiced by the first Christians • Celibacy for the sake of the kingdom of God is a gift from the Spirit • The Apostles and their successors minister God's reconciliation to others • Priests perpetuate Christ's Sacrifice on the altar • Priests continue Christ's ministry • The ministerial priesthood differs from the common priesthood of the faithful • Jesus calls only men to the priesthood • The early Christians received the sacrament of Confession • Christ raised marriage to a sacrament • Mary is the Mother of God • Mary was conceived without sin • Mary is ever virgin • Mary shared in the redemptive work of Christ • Mary is Queen of Heaven • God works wonders through His saints • The saints in Heaven intercede for us • Christians honor relics of Christ and of His saints • God commanded the use of images in worship • And many, many more!

The Scriptural Roots of Catholic Teaching

How the Bible Proves the Truth of the Catholic Faith by Chantal Epie

304 pgs ppbk $14.95 (Dnrs: $11.21)

Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344 • www.sophiainstitute.com
The first Christians who travelled to Europe and the British Isles met pagans there who told tales of fairies, talking beasts, and other wonderful things. To these marvelous stories, the pagans soon added new ones about the Christian saints. Some were true, others improbable, and many simply fantastic. In the ones we include here, you'll meet the saint who spent seven Easters on a whale's back and the amiable lion who was St. Jerome's friend. You'll see St. George fight the dragon, and read about the fierce wolf St. Francis of Assisi converted.

But many of these stories have in them scarcely a wave of the fairy wand. So you'll also find here true tales of great saints such as St. Louis of France, St. Vincent de Paul, St. Francis Xavier, and St. Elizabeth of Hungary — souls marked by piety, kindness, and courage.

These marvelous legends and exciting true stories of Christian saints and heroes will provide many hours of delightful reading to believers and non-believers alike!

Read the exciting stories of:
- St. Anthony
- St. Augustine
- St. Paul
- St. Brendan
- St. Colette
- St. Columba
- St. Elizabeth of Hungary
- St. Cuthbert
- St. Dorothea
- St. Dunstan
- St. Richard of Chichester
- St. Francis of Assisi
- St. Francis Xavier
- St. Louis IX
- St. Jerome
- St. Margaret of Scotland
- St. George
- St. John of God
- St. Malchus
- St. Senan
- St. Simeon Stylites
- St. Vincent de Paul
- and others.

If you’re ready to take the next step on the path of spiritual progress, these pages are for you.

They'll provide you with the solid direction you need to develop a rich spiritual life, deepen it through regular prayer, and model it humbly in your relationships with others.

From these short, accessible chapters, you'll learn how to identify the greatest challenges you face as you seek to live a spiritual life, and you'll discover sound, proven strategies that you can use to overcome each one of those spiritual challenges. Here you'll also discover:

- How to hear and follow God's special call for you
- How to find silence amid the world's noise
- How to combat loneliness, listlessness, fatigue, and fear
- How to make your spiritual life bear fruit in your family and community
- How to balance your active life with your prayer life
- The right way to use Scripture, spiritual reading, and meditation
- How your temperament affects your spiritual life
- How to pray even when you're tired and discouraged
- The secret to maintaining spiritual peace when life's in turmoil
- How to sort out seemingly conflicting calls from God
- Simple ways to practice mortification
- How to tell if you need a spiritual director (and how to find a good one)
- Plus: much more to help you live a proper spiritual life!

Spiritual life is communion with God through prayer, and loving reflection on Him. When that proves difficult, turn to the wise counsel found in these pages. No longer will you wonder if you're living a spiritual life, for your soul will soon be soaring upward to God and dwelling in glad contemplation of Him. You, too, can have a richer spiritual life!

The Book of Saints & Heroes
336 pgs illustrated Ages 10-adult
$24.95 hardcover (Dnrs: $18.71)
TOLL-FREE: 1-800-888-9344
www.sophiainstitute.com

Fr. Adrian van Kaam and Dr. Susan Muto are cofounders of the Epiphany Academy of Formative Spirituality. Together they have written dozens of books on spirituality.
They laughed when I said I could name all 27 books of the New Testament... but after I named them all in order, plus the 46 books of the Old Testament, they begged me to show them how I did it.

Ye, I know that memorizing the Faith is no substitute for living a holy life, but even devout people can’t live by truths and precepts they don’t remember.

That’s why, over 700 years ago, St. Thomas Aquinas perfected an easy method for his students to memorize most any information, but especially the truths taught by Christ and His Church.

As the years passed, our need for this ancient art of memorization grew, yet somehow our culture largely forgot it... which is why today, when you and I try to remember a list of things, we have to repeat their names over and over. Or, to remember to call the dentist, we tie a string on our finger. And we clutch at any means whatsoever to recall our passwords for ATMs, credit cards, and voicemail, our login names, and the host of other names and numbers that clog our minds and clutter our days.

Now, thanks to the delightful pages of Memorize the Faith!, you can easily keep all these in mind — and learn the Faith! — by tapping into the power of the classical memory system that helped St. Thomas become the Church’s preeminent theologian and made it easier for him to become one of its greatest saints.

Here, Catholic scholar Kevin Vost makes available again Aquinas’s easy-to-learn method — the method Dr. Vost himself has used for decades to recall names, dates, phone numbers, the first dozen digits of pi (3.141592653589) and even whether his wife asked him to bring home ice cream and toffee... or truffles and coffee.

Dr. Vost will teach you to remember virtually anything, but he devotes most of his book to showing you how to improve your memory of Catholic truths so you can live the Faith better.

By the time you finish this book, you will have memorized dozens of key teachings of the Church, along with hundreds of precepts, traditions, theological terms, Scripture verses, and other elements of the Faith that every good Catholic needs to know by heart.

Memory is the foundation of wisdom. It makes holiness easier. To grow wiser in the Faith... and holier... turn to Memorize the Faith! today.

Mark Miravalle
Getting to Know the Mother of God
144 pgs ppbk $12.95 (Drs: $9.71)

Mark Miravalle, S.T.D., is a professor of theology at Franciscan University of Steubenville, president of the international Marian movement Vox Populi Mariae Mediatrix, and author of numerous books about Mary.
Why ugly churches breed godless Catholics — and what you can do about it

The problem with new-style churches isn’t just that they’re ugly — they actually distort the Faith and lead Catholics away from Catholicism.

So argues Michael S. Rose in these eye-opening pages, which banish forever the notion that lovers of traditional-style churches are motivated simply by taste or nostalgia. In terms that non-architects can understand (and modern architects can’t dismiss!), Rose shows that far more is at stake: modern churches actually violate the three natural laws of church architecture and lead Catholics to worship, quite simply, a false god.

Not content to limit himself to theory, Rose in Ugly as Sin takes you on a revealing tour through a traditional church and a modern church. He shows conclusively how the traditional church communicates the Faith, while the modern one simply doesn’t.

In the process, he’ll give you a renewed understanding, love, and gratitude for the gift of faith that is your traditional church — plus a keener sense of just what’s wrong with modern churches that look like anything but churches. Rose provides you with solid arguments (as easy to explain as they are hard to refute!) and practical tools that you can use to reverse the dangerous trend toward desacralized churches — and to make our churches once again into magnificent Houses of God!

“Must reading for all who have wept to see altars replaced by butcher blocks, tabernacles banished to janitors’ closets, and the faithful cast adrift into barren monstrosities that mimic the shopping mall, the gymnasium, and the warehouse.”

Paul Thigpen
Blood of the Martyrs

“A cry of protest against a new form of blasphemy: blasphemy in stone and cement.”

Alice von Hildebrand
By Love Refined

“Written with humor as well as with the passion we have come to associate with Catholics who love their Church. And, unlike many critiques, this one ends with positive proposals that can be of real, practical help.”

Fr. Aidan Nichols, OP
Christendom Awake

“Church architecture has been one of the most painful examples of theological deconstructionism. Rose gives hope and a way out of the mess.”

Fr. Benedict Groeschel, CFR
The Journey Toward God

Ugly as Sin
Why They Changed Our Churches from Sacred Places to Meeting Spaces — and How We Can Change Them Back Again
by Michael S. Rose 256 pgs pbk $18.95 (Dnrs: $14.21)
Toll-free: 1-800-888-9344 www.sophiainstitute.com

How to have a stronger, happier marriage

These pages will give you what you need to make your marriage a source of profound happiness and lasting peace:

✓ Knowledge
You’ll come to understand the superiority of marriage to “living together” and other temporary unions.

✓ Faith
You’ll come to see how the sacramental marriage of Christians is the fulfillment and perfection of marriage, giving husband and wife what every spouse secretly longs for.

✓ Love
You’ll discover the healing role love can play in the best — and bleakest — of marriages.

Especially today, this beautiful book — which reveals the sublime vocation of Christian marriage — is a must for anyone who is eager to live worthily this great mystery of love.

Marriage will show you:
✓ The one right motive for marrying — and the many wrong ones (some often accepted by Christians)
✓ The difference between the meaning of marriage and its purpose (and the dangers of confusing the two)
✓ The five ways in which married love differs from other loves
✓ Six counterfeit loves: what sometimes passes for love isn’t
✓ The key role of will in sustaining love
✓ Your unhappy marriage: it may be a clear “call” from God
✓ How difficulties and suffering can deepen your marriage — and make you and your spouse better persons
✓ How marriage reveals God’s love and presence
✓ How Christianity intensifies married love
✓ The meaning of marriage as a sacrament: its promises, its demands, and how it is a source of strength and grace.

Dietrich von Hildebrand (1889-1977) was an internationally-acclaimed author of dozens of books of philosophy and spirituality. Truth, goodness, and beauty are the hallmarks of each of his works. He is the author of Trojan Horse in the City of God and Humility: Wellspring of Virtue.

Marriage: The Mystery of Faithful Love by Dietrich von Hildebrand
Foreword by John Cardinal O’Connor
$9.95 (Dnrs: $7.46) 116 pgs ppbk

Toll-free: 1-800-888-9344 • www.sophiainstitute.com
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These pages remind us that God's grace can conquer every human flaw . . .

and even the greatest saints had to battle the same stubborn vices, temptations, and bouts of spiritual dryness that afflict you and me today.

*Here, with a style that perfectly blends hagiographical detail, spiritual meditation, and a skilled storyteller's touch, Archbishop Alban Goodier brings us the tales of:

✓ The mercenary fighting man and itinerant gambler who left behind his rough soldier's habits and founded a religious order to care for the sick
✓ The backward, sickly teenager, disowned by his family and dogged by the Inquisition, who became a miraculous healer and paragon of humble simplicity
✓ The willful Tuscan beauty with a bad reputation who forsook vanity and lust to answer God's call to live in poverty and penitence
✓ The brilliant, brooding Spanish nobleman who gave up everything to be a missionary — only to see most of his efforts fail
✓ The royal chaplain and daring Counter-Reformer who escaped the gallows but had to endure a lifelong interior martyrdom of doubt and discouragement
✓ The hedonistic heretic and womanizer who traded worldly pleasure for divine happiness and became one of the Church's greatest theologians
✓ And other inspiring tales of imperfect souls “made perfect in infirmity”

Read these stories and find in them delight and encouragement, as well as hope. You’ll come to see that there is no one so sinful, weak, or desolate that God has not already raised another like him to the heights of glory.

The Most Rev. Alban Goodier (1869-1939) served as archbishop of Bombay. He penned over a dozen books and was renowned for his memorable aphorisms.

Saints for Sinners by Archbishop Alban Goodier, S.J.
$12.95 (Drs: $9.71) 176 pgs pbk 1-800-888-9344
www.sophiainstitute.com

A Biblical Defense of Catholicism
by Dave Armstrong
$19.95 (Drs: $14.96) 320 pgs ppbk

This exciting book shows that, far from straying from the Bible, Catholicism is thoroughly biblical. Indeed, Catholicism is the only Christian religion that is in full conformity with what the Bible clearly teaches.

To demonstrate this, Catholic author Dave Armstrong (a former Protestant campus missionary) focuses on those issues about which Catholics and Protestants disagree the most: the role of the Bible as a rule of faith, whether we are justified by faith alone, whether doctrine develops, what the Eucharist really is, veneration of Mary and prayer to the saints, the existence of purgatory, the role of penance in salvation, and the nature and infallibility of the papacy.

Working patiently, systematically, and, above all, charitably (and citing Church councils, the Catechism of the Catholic Church, Church Fathers, and canon law), Armstrong begins his comprehensive examination of each of these disputed issues with an authoritative explanation of what the Catholic Church actually teaches.

Then, with skill and tenacity, he subjects each Catholic teaching to microscopic scrutiny, measuring its conformity with the Bible. Armstrong’s rigorous, Scripture-packed analysis relies on hundreds of passages from the Bible (including verses from 229 of the 259 chapters in the New Testament!), shedding light on the meaning of those passages as well as on the meaning and truth of the doctrines in question.

The result? With a mastery of Scripture equal to that of the most committed Protestants, Armstrong demonstrates that the Catholic Church is the “Bible Church par excellence,” and that many common Protestant doctrines (such as Sola Scriptura) are in fact themselves not biblical.

Here is a book that challenges Protestants to reconsider their anti-Catholic assumptions; and that will lead Catholics to turn with greater confidence to the pages of Holy Scripture, where they will find a powerful biblical defense of their Catholic faith.

Dave Armstrong is a Catholic apologist and evangelist who has proclaimed Christianity for more than twenty years. Formerly a Protestant campus missionary, Armstrong entered the Catholic Church in 1991. He has written six books on Catholicism as well as articles for many Catholic periodicals.
That’s a good question, since these days both parties endorse policies or engage in activities that contradict some or many Catholic teachings about abortion, poverty, immigration, war and peace, and other issues of life and justice.

Author David Carlin is among those of us for whom “voting Catholic” means holding our nose and choosing candidates whose views are least hostile to our faith. In *Can a Catholic Be a Democrat?*, Carlin (himself a lifetime Democrat and longtime Democratic politi-
cian) doesn’t try to get you to switch parties.

Rather, while considering the changes that have taken place in his own party these past fifty years (and that some would now bring about in other parties), he identifies for you the fundamental policies that we as Catholics must support, and the ones that we Catholics must never abide — so that, regardless of our party affiliation, we can prudently work for (and have the opportunity to vote for) policies consistent with the Faith.

In other words, Carlin’s purpose is not partisan; it’s Catholic. His clear, gracious arguments may not lead you to a more Catholic party, but they’ll help you explain Catholic positions to friends, relatives, and fellow Democrats or Republicans, and make your party less hostile to the beliefs of Catholics.

These days, Catholic voters are the swing voters who determine the winners in close elections. The people who hear Carlin’s voice today will win elections tomorrow.

---

*The Decline and Fall of the Catholic Church in America* takes you past the lurid headlines to reveal the fundamental reasons for the decline of Catholicism in America. It maps the hard path that you and I — and our priests and bishops in America — must walk if we are to mend things and make the Church in America vigorous again.

“Carlin explains how we got into this mess and what will have to be done to get out of it.”

_Russell Shaw_

“A powerful analysis of factors which have contributed to the crisis in the church in the U.S.A.”

_Dr. Alice von Hildebrand_

---


---

*Can a Catholic Be a Democrat?* by David Carlin

256 pgs ppbk  $14.95 (Dnrs: $11.21)

www.sophiainstitute.com
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From the Church's greatest theologian:  
**The essentials of Catholic doctrine**  
— clearly and succinctly presented

Two years before he died, St. Thomas Aquinas — probably the greatest teacher the Church has ever known — was asked by his assistant, Brother Reginald, to write a simple summary of the Faith of the Catholic Church for those who lacked the time or the stamina to tackle his massive *Summa Theologica.*

In response, the great saint quickly set down — in language that non-scholars can understand — his peerless insights into the major topics of theology: the Trinity, Divine Providence, the Incarnation of Christ, the Last Judgment, and much more.

Here, then, is not only St. Thomas's concise statement of the key elements of his thought, but a handy reference source for the essential truths of the Catholic Faith.

---

**St. Thomas will show you:**

- Why faith is reasonable, not blind
- Why evil can never be as powerful as good
- Solid arguments for Christ's Resurrection
- Powerful arguments for God's existence
- Why angels are necessary in creation
- How Adam's sin differed from Eve's
- Why Jesus descended into Hell
- Why we must suffer for Adam's sin
- Why the truths that you can know only through Revelation are nevertheless rational
- Starling details about God's forgiveness
- Facts about the punishment of the damned: both spiritual and bodily
- How a soul's damnation can be compatible with God's goodness
- What Christians should think about "fate" and "chance"
- What life after resurrection will be like
- Three ways in which God is in all things
- Eternal life: what it is; how to understand it
- How you can know God through reason
- Hell-fire: whether it's real or symbolic
- Why God became man
- Why God allows evil
- Why Jesus "grew in wisdom"
- How Christ can have existed for all eternity and yet be God's Son
- The Beatific Vision: what it really is
- Why God's knowledge of the future doesn't deny man's free will
- How the Holy Trinity is three distinct Persons, yet one God
- Much more that will help you know and love God with greater understanding!

---

“*A gem, a precious pearl, a masterpiece!*”  
**Peter Kreeft,** author, *Fundamentals of the Faith*

“*Thomas Aquinas at his clearest and best. A treasure.*”  
**Ralph McInerny,** author, *First Glance at Thomas Aquinas*

“*An invaluable introduction to all of St. Thomas's wisdom and insight.*”  
**Edward Cardinal Egan,** Archbishop of New York

---

**Aquinas's Shorter Summa**

Saint Thomas's Own Concise Version of His Summa Theologica  
by St. Thomas Aquinas  
$22.95 (Drs: $17.21) • 432 pgs ppbk

**Will you order the Shorter Summa?**

Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344

---

**Why Does God Permit Evil?**

Dom Bruno Webb  
$10.95 list (Drs: $8.21)  
176 pgs ppbk

ORDER TOLL-FREE: 1-800-888-9344  
www.sophiainstitute.com

---

Hated, murder, terrorism, and war spring from the sins of men. But why does God let innocent children suffer from the effects of these evils? Why does He let earthquakes devastate cities, despair drive souls to suicide, and cancer kill humans and animals?

You and I would prevent these evils if we could. Why doesn’t God?

If He’s good — as our Faith claims — why doesn’t He stay the hand of those about to do evil? Why doesn’t He keep little ones from violence and death? Indeed, how could He have allowed evil to enter the universe in the first place?

In these pages, Benedictine author Dom Bruno Webb brings you face-to-face with evil. Without fudging or flinching, he answers these hard questions and more. In this slim volume, he gives the most convincing explanation of the mystery of evil that’s available today.

You’ll finally come to understand the source of the appalling violence and savagery that lies close to the heart of nature; you’ll discover why the insensate Earth and its inhabitants all groan in pain; you’ll see why, even before they were conceived, Adam’s offspring fell with him, and why God stood by, permitting all this to happen.

Was God helpless? Indifferent? Outgunned?

In these wise pages, Dom Bruno Webb shows that evil never defeats God. On the contrary, He uses suffering to destroy the very sin which gives birth to evil. Here you’ll come to understand why, despite the evil that wracks the Earth and all the beings on it, God nonetheless assured Dame Julian of Norwich that “all shall be well, and all shall be well, and all manner of things shall be well.”

Here’s the book that answers, once and for all, the question of why God permits evil. It will enlighten and console all the suffering and sorrowful souls who are puzzled and troubled by the evil that suffuses our universe.

Better: it explains how to transform suffering into deeds that God will use to ensure that finally and indeed, “all shall be well, and all shall be well, and all manner of things shall be well.” In other words, these pages are not only an explanation of evil; they’re a remedy for it, a remedy you can begin using today.
Why democracy needs Christianity

Some Americans claim we should exclude Christian values from the public square. On the contrary, argues philosopher Jacques Maritain, good Christians make good citizens. They live by gospel values: honesty, integrity, and compassion. They obey the law. They resist the selfishness that unbelief and materialism breed.

And they subordinate their own interests to the common good.

No wonder, says Maritain, that American democracy — which arose from a Christian people — has served so well and lasted so long.

Here Maritain shows that in a society unleavened by religious ideals, an enduring democracy can never take root. And once a religious people abandons its faith, even the greatest democracy must wither and die.

Untethered from transcendent values, democracy becomes little more than a struggle to be won by the most powerful and the ruthless.

The hour is late. Too long have we stood by while politicians promise never to let their religious beliefs influence their political judgments.

Too long has a false understanding of democracy cowed us into laying aside our Christian values when we vote.

As Maritain demonstrates in these lucid pages, Christians are vital to democracy. Good Christians make good citizens, and good citizens make strong democracies. If America and her ideals are to endure, says Maritain, Christians and their values must not be excluded from public discourse, but eagerly welcomed into it.

“Maritain inspires the average democratic citizen to carry faith into the public square.”

Gerard V. Bradley
U. of Notre Dame Law School

“Here is sound philosophical support for cooperation between the government and faith-based groups.”

Jim Towey
Former Legal Counsel to Mother Teresa

Christianity, Democracy, and the American Ideal

A Jacques Maritain Reader
Compiled and edited by James P. Kelly, III
$12.95 (Dnrs: $9.71)  160 pgs ppbk
ORDER TOLL-FREE: 1-800-888-9344
www.sophiainstitute.com

Jacques Maritain (1882-1973) taught philosophy in Europe and America, served as French ambassador to the Vatican, and wrote numerous books on the dignity of the person and on the relation of Christianity and democracy.

Celebrate the Faith with your kids — all year round!

For over half a century, Catholic families have treasured the practical piety and homespun wisdom of Mary Reed Newland’s classic of domestic spirituality, The Year and Our Children.

With this new edition, no longer will you have to search for worn, dusty copies to enjoy Newland’s faithful insights, gentle lessons, and delightful stories. They’re all here, and ready to be shared with your family or homeschooling group. Here, too, you’ll find all the prayers, crafts, family activities, litanies, and recipes that will help make your children ever-mindful of the beautiful rhythm of the Church calendar.

Learn how to make an Advent wreath — and how to make it more than just a pretty ornament. Teach your children about the real Santa (the one who was a bishop) and how to celebrate all twelve days of Christmas, giving them a holy wonder that will continue long after all the presents have been opened and the wrapping thrown away.

When Lent comes, read Newland’s simple secrets to helping your kids embrace their sacrifices with enthusiasm. Then, let her show you how to make your home a place where Holy Week and Easter are duly treated as the highest, holiest days of all the year.

She’ll teach you ways to reclaim All Souls’ and All Saints’ from the popular occultism of modern Halloween. She’ll also show you why Church tradition accords special meaning to certain foods, colors, and symbols, and how these add to the incarnational character of Catholic spirituality — allowing children to experience the Faith through sight, smell, touch, and taste.

Mary Reed Newland wrote numerous beloved books for Catholic families, but The Year and Our Children is her undisputed masterpiece. Read it, cherish it, share it, put it into practice — and give your kids the gift of a fully lived faith, every day and in every season.

The Year & Our Children
Catholic Family Celebrations for Every Season
by Mary Reed Newland
$19.95 (Dnrs: $14.96)  352 pages pbk
1-800-888-9344 www.sophiainstitute.com

Mary Reed Newland was a wife, mother of seven, artist, storyteller, gourmet cook, educator, lecturer, and author of many Catholic books, including saints’ biographies and the ever-popular How to Raise Good Catholic Children.
The Catholic Answer to End-times Fever and the Left-Behind Craze

Author David Currie grew up convinced that one day all true Christians will suddenly be snatched up to heaven. The unfortunate souls left behind by this “rapture” will endure seven horrible years of tribulation, at the end of which Christ will return to earth for a glorious thousand-year reign.

Today, millions of Christians accept this end-times theology, assuming — as Currie did — that the Bible clearly teaches it. Many plan their whole lives around it. But, after studying Scripture for decades, Currie has come to see that if you accept the Bible, you have to reject the rapture.

In these remarkable pages — which constitute the world’s most careful and thorough scriptural study of the rapture — Currie demonstrates why. He considers all the relevant verses (and there are hundreds!) and examines them in the light of ancient history, the writings of the earliest Christians, and the claims of rapturist theologians. With painstaking thoroughness, he unlocks the meanings of the key biblical prophecies that culminate in Christ’s Messianic Kingdom — including those verses in Daniel, Matthew, and Revelation that rapturists turn to most.

Marshalling evidence that’s as startling as it is compelling, Currie argues that these prophecies of war and tribulation don’t point to some still-unrealized apocalyptic future. Rather, most of them were fulfilled long ago: the spiritual, priestly Kingdom prefigured in the Old Testament was inaugurated on Calvary, consummated in 70 A.D. with the destruction of the Temple, and continues to exist today . . . in the Catholic Church!

Rapture: The End-Times Error That Leaves the Bible Behind demonstrates that if you open your Bible, you’ll find that God’s plan for the future of the world is not filled with darkness and disaster, but with light, mercy, and hope.

“We can all learn much from David Currie, not only from what he says, which is wise, but from how he says it, which is Catholic and Christian.”

From the Foreword by Scott Hahn

Special features:

✔ A short course in the proper methods of reading Scripture
✔ Over 1,300 references to Scripture, the early Church Fathers, authors and events in ancient history, and contemporary rapturist theologians
✔ A 10-page annotated bibliography of rapturist sources ancient and new
✔ Ten detailed timelines relating biblical prophecy to key historical events
✔ Plus, much more to help you understand and evaluate the claims of rapturists

Rapture by David B. Currie 512 pgs ppbk $19.95 (Dnrs:$14.96)

ORDER TOLL-FREE: 1-800-888-9344 • WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM

Find God’s plan for your life

And savor the peaceful certainty that you are on the path He has personally chosen for you

If your life seems to make no sense, or if you don’t know which path to take, St. Francis de Sales will console and inform you. In this warm little book, he explains to you what God’s will is and how He reveals it — yes, even to you, and even in the seemingly random events of your life.

No matter what you’re going through now (or may have gone through), you’ll see why you should love and trust in God’s will — and long for its fulfillment. Best of all, you’ll learn a sure method for discovering God’s will in any situation — today!

As you begin to discern God’s loving hand even in seemingly chaotic events, St. Francis de Sales will lead your mind and your heart to the still waters of God’s gentle consolation.

From St. Francis de Sales you’ll learn:

✔ Four signs that your heart conforms to God’s will — does yours?
✔ How to accept God’s will even when it seems terrifying and painful
✔ Sacred inspirations: not just for the prophets. The many ways God may be knocking on your door — now!
✔ Changing your life’s direction: how to spot and avoid all-too-common dangers
✔ The simple rule of charity: how it can help you make vital decisions
✔ Are you as mature in the virtues as God wills you to be?
✔ How to distinguish zeal for God’s will from selfish arrogance
✔ Three ways you can recognize a thought or sentiment that comes from God
✔ The key ingredient that makes all your actions pleasing to God: can you name it?
✔ Making decisions: practical advice to help you distinguish between times when you should move slowly and carefully, and when you should act quickly, without undue time for deliberation

Finding God’s Will for You by St. Francis de Sales

$12.95 (Dnrs: $9.71)

157 pgs ppbk

Excerpted from Treatise on the Love of God

Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344

www.sophiainstitute.com
For your children:

An old-fashioned “Retreat-in-a-Book”

...to help your children ponder the truths of the Faith and live lives of holiness in accordance with those truths

Based on the traditional St. Ignatius retreat (trusted by Catholics for centuries) and adapted for children, this clear, simple, thoughtful presentation of the Faith is invaluable for parents seeking to form their children in holiness.

My Path to Heaven covers such essentials of the Faith as God’s will, angels, Heaven and Hell, the Fall of man, the Holy Trinity, the Incarnation, the Nativity, the Passion, salvation, the sacraments, faith, hope, love, and contrition, and it teaches children the relevance of these truths in their lives and in the decisions they make.

This unique book is:

✓ Practical: it focuses on proper devotion and right action, not feelings
✓ Serious: it acknowledges and speaks to the deep seriousness that attentive parents know lies in the hearts of even the very youngest children
✓ Substantial: it considers central points of the Faith and addresses the issues that face every Christian, even the youngest
✓ Prayerful: by speaking reverently of holy things, it inspires children to develop in devotion to Jesus, Mary, and the saints
✓ Scriptural: chapters include numerous Scripture references

AMONG THE TOPICS:

✓ Three ways to help your child make good choices
✓ The victory promised to those who try to be holy
✓ Free will: a great gift (and a great responsibility)
✓ God’s overwhelming mercy and patience
✓ Christ’s plan to train children to follow Him
✓ God’s generosity: why He deserves all our love
✓ Satan: how your child can avoid the Devil’s traps
✓ Heaven: why now is the time to begin seeking it

My Path to Heaven by Geoffrey Bliss $13.95 (Dnrs: $10.46)
96 pgs ppbk ISBN 0-918477-48-4

ORDER TOLL-FREE: 1-800-888-9344 \ WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM

Seventeen steps to making God the real center of your life

No matter how dedicated to Christ you are, familiarity can blunt your fervor and even make you less vigilant against sin. That’s why you need this warm guide! It reveals what you must do in order to begin living your life with God truly at the center of everything you do.

With these seventeen steps, you’ll be able to prevent your love for God from being diminished by day-to-day pressures. The author, Fr. Leo J. Trese, helps you to integrate into your actions the truths you profess. He gives you solid ways to look squarely at the reality and love of God and to root out contrary attachments in your life, showing you how to improve your confessions, pray more fervently, and let the fact of God’s love and the joys of Heaven inspire you to be holy.

Refreshingly unlike many modern writers, Fr. Trese speaks bluntly of Hell and of the devastating magnitude of sin. But don’t despair! He also discloses the remedies you can use to root out even the most entrenched sinful habits and attachments. Simple, profound, and insightful, this book is an effective and long-lasting antidote to the spiritual dry rot that infects the soul of even the most careful Catholics.

Make your salvation a vivifying reality as Fr. Trese shows you:

✓ Why Heaven is worth living for, working for, and suffering for in this life
✓ God’s anger: what the inspired writers of Scripture mean when they use this phrase — and how you can avoid this anger
✓ Do you truly belong to Christ?
✓ Four qualities you’ll have if you do
✓ What you must do if your confessions have become casual and thoughtless
✓ It’s only a venial sin”: why this is one of the saddest phrases you could ever speak
✓ God’s judgment: how you can (and should) start getting ready now for this moment of divine truth
✓ Suffering from strong temptations? Three things you can do today to overcome them
✓ Plus: more to help you attain a truly soul-nourishing relationship with God!


by Leo J. Trese • $12.95 (Dnrs: $9.71) • 176 pgs ppbk • ISBN 1-928832-26-1
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The authors: Fr. Geoffrey Bliss (1874-1952) was an English Jesuit, editor of the *Message of the Sacred Heart* and the *Children’s Messenger*. He wrote the text of this book. The illustrations are by Caryll Houselander (1901-1954), author of the popular Catholic classics *The Reed of God* and *The Little Way of the Infant Jesus.*
Strengthen your will, govern your thoughts, and find balance of soul!

This is the book you need for those times in your life when even your most strenuous efforts to follow Christ end in frustration. *Christian Self-Mastery* explains why following Him can be so difficult — and how you can start now to make progress even in the most vexing areas of your life.

Author Fr. Basil W. Maturin insists that no matter how hard you’re trying now, you can have a better relationship with God and greater self-mastery — if you follow his simple steps to getting your passions in check and improving your knowledge of your own motives, desires, and fears.

Fr. Maturin emphasizes the crucial role that self-discipline plays in your spiritual life and gives you solid ways you can distinguish it from counterfeits and avoid common mistakes people make when they try to change their habits and live for God.

This extraordinary book will help you in myriad ways to rise above your limitations and truly meet God!

Start on the way to true self-mastery as you learn:

✓ Two things you must know in order to make any progress at all in your spiritual life
✓ Why it’s dangerous for you to try to adopt a large number of spiritual disciplines all at once
✓ Self-knowledge: why it involves so much more than its contemporary counterfeit, self-analysis
✓ Two ways to avoid self-deception when you look at yourself (caution: you’ll probably be surprised at who you really are!)
✓ Why self-control and self-denial are not morbid and gloomy, but hopeful and even joyful — when undertaken properly
✓ Self-discipline: how it will restore your soul to its full power.
✓ The mistake many people make when trying to rid themselves of evil thoughts: are you falling into this trap too?
✓ Love: the holy school that will purify and ennoble yours — and help you steer clear of prevalent modern counterfeits
✓ And more that will show you the value of self-mastery — and give you solid directions for attaining it!

The short, direct way to True intimacy with God

Most committed Christians don’t like to admit it, but all too many of us serve God solely out of a sense of duty, without ever approaching the burning love and intimacy that the saints have with Him. Indeed, many believers don’t even think it’s possible to attain to the heights of holy love that built the great cathedrals and fired the martyrs to give their lives for their Lord. But in *Awakening Your Soul to the Presence of God*, Fr. Kilian Healy says that you can indeed — and should — develop this kind of love for God.

Clearly and warmly, Fr. Healy (who was once the superior general of the Carmelite order worldwide) explains that God is constantly calling you to intimate friendship with Him. In this beautiful book — brief enough to be read in one sitting yet with enough spiritual depth to last a lifetime — he details how you can develop your friendship with God even amid the cares and distractions of your daily life.

Here you’ll find simple, practical ways to think of God continuously, to converse with Him intimately, and to please Him at all times. You’ll learn to see God in creation and to hear Him when He speaks to you (as He’s doing right now, even as you read this line). Finally, you’ll discover how to offer each day to God in concrete and fruitful ways, and to seek Him always.

With Fr. Healy’s help, you’ll master these and other secrets of the holy ones — secrets that will raise your heart exultantly to God and will help you to welcome Him more fully into your soul.

Your soul will awaken to the presence of God in myriad ways as you learn:

✓ How you can live with God at every moment by making use of the visible and commonplace things around you
✓ Three ways you can offer God everything in your life — and begin to experience the marvelous effects of doing so
✓ The one thing you must do, or you will never develop genuine intimacy with God
✓ Falling in love with God: why such love between God and man is not just wishful thinking, but is part of every Christian’s call
✓ The secret way of love for God that leads quickly and directly to divine intimacy — even if you’ve prayed fruitlessly for years
✓ How you can become more aware of God’s dwelling within you — and see the events of your life the way He sees them
✓ Three ways God is present to you right now: how to become fully aware of each
✓ And much more that will help you walk continuously and joyfully in the presence of our loving God!

“A perfect book for a serious young person earnestly seeking to grow in the spiritual life. It’s also good for more experienced travelers on the journey.”

Fr. Benedict Groeschel

*Awakening Your Soul to the Presence of God*

How to Walk with Him Daily and Dwell in Friendship with Him Forever

by Fr. Kilian J. Healy

$12.95 (Dnrs: $9.71) 144 pgs ppbk
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Countless generations of Christians have recognized that meditating on the lives of Jesus and Mary — by praying the Rosary — is one of the very best ways to grow in love for Christ. These pages make praying the Rosary easier and more fruitful by bringing each of the Mysteries of the Rosary to life for you, and by showing you concrete ways to make the spiritual meaning of each Mystery a part of your daily life.

Mother Teresa’s enthusiasm for this book is justified: whether you’ve spent many hours praying the Rosary or only want a simple book to introduce the Rosary to a relative or friend, The Rosary of Our Lady is the right book for you.

With so many books on the Rosary already in the bookstores, why did Mother Teresa praise this one so highly? Because...

“Let us thank God for this little book. It will help many to draw closer to Jesus through Mary.”
— Blessed Teresa of Calcutta
How to bring your friends or relatives back into the Church

You don’t have to be a biblical scholar or a theologian to be an effective spokesman for the Catholic Faith. In fact, even though you don’t know all the answers and can’t explain every aspect of the Faith, you can begin winning souls to the Church right now... using prayer, friendship, and common sense.

It sounds too good to be true, but in Search and Rescue Patrick Madrid explains why these are among the most effective, time-tested methods for bringing family and friends into — or back into — the Church. As the publisher of Envoy magazine, author of many apologetics books (including Surprised by Truth 2 & 3), and a veteran defender of the Faith, Madrid himself has used these methods successfully for years.

But Madrid doesn’t give you only the benefit of his own considerable experience: in Search and Rescue he also includes simple and genial advice from St. Francis of Assisi, St. Augustine, and other great lovers of God. Get Search and Rescue — the book that shows you how you can start winning souls for Christ today!

“Necessary spiritual reading.”

Francis Cardinal George
Archbishop of Chicago

“A welcome addition to the resources in evangelization and apologetics.”

The Very Rev. Peter Stravinskas
Author, The Catholic Response

“Even St. Monica would have benefited from reading this book in her effort to bring her son, St. Augustine, into the Catholic Church!”

Fr. Andrew Apostoli

“Conversions could increase tenfold if Catholics adopted the techniques in this book.”

Steve Wood
Family Life Center

“Spiritually wise, psychologically sensitive, and morally honest. Don’t evangelize without it!”

Peter Kreeft
Author, Fundamentals of the Faith

“This can renew your life, and the lives of others.”

Christoph Cardinal Schönborn
Archbishop of Vienna

Search and Rescue
How to Bring Your Family and Friends into — or Back into — the Catholic Church
by Patrick Madrid
$14.95 (Drs: $11.21) 288 pgs ppbk
Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344
www.sophiainstitute.com

Simple steps to make your prayer more fruitful

Whether you’ve just begun to pray or have been faithfully praying for years, the wisdom in this book will help you pray better. It will rescue your prayers from distraction and superficiality and transform them into real occasions for communion with God.

Fr. Lawrence Lovasik here clears away misunderstandings that many people have about prayer — and shows you innumerable ways you can avoid common obstacles and deepen your prayer life, no matter how much or how little you may have prayed before.

You’ll learn what prayer is, why it’s necessary, and how to practice the essential forms of Catholic prayer. You’ll discover how the Church’s sacraments fortify your prayer — and how prayer, in turn, enhances your reception of the sacraments. You’ll find out how to bring to your own prayers the qualities that make prayer effective. Your prayers will become more heartfelt, more focused, and more full of love for God.

Soon your prayer will fill you with a divine peace and joy that no one will be able to take from you. You’ll achieve the glorious aim of all prayer: union with God!

You’ll grow in prayer and in the graces it brings you as you learn:

✓ Why true prayer is not necessarily a matter of words
✓ Liturgical prayer: why you must pray with the Church
✓ Four things you must bear in mind in order to pray better
✓ Why prayer is essential for your salvation even though God knows all that you need
✓ Two essential ingredients that transform thinking about God into genuine prayer
✓ Swamped with earthly cares or selfish interests? Why prayer at such moments makes such a difference, hard as it may be
✓ Your Faith: how knowing it better will improve your prayers
✓ Five ways you should follow Jesus’ example in your own prayer
✓ Temptations: practical ways prayer helps you resist even the strongest of them
✓ How to keep trusting in God when your prayers seem to go unanswered
✓ Distractions in prayer: four ways you can keep them from disturbing you
✓ Family prayer: how to bring God into your home life — consistently and painlessly
✓ The Our Father: why it’s the most perfect prayer — and how to avoid common pitfalls many fall into when praying this simple prayer
✓ And much more that will help you pray better and keep Jesus at the center of your life!

The Basic Book of Catholic Prayer
How to Pray and Why
by Lawrence G. Lovasik
$14.95 (Drs: $11.21) 224 pgs ppbk
ISBN 1-928832-04-0
Former title: Prayer in Catholic Life
Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344
www.sophiainstitute.com
Two cardinals, five bishops, and scores of Catholic leaders love
Surprised by Truth 2 — you will, too!

This collection of testimonies by people who've found new life in the Catholic Church is one of the most potent weapons for the Faith ever crafted! These authors don’t just tell their stories — they also give you an insider’s view of the fatal weaknesses in the creeds and belief systems that beckon unwary Catholics every day: Fundamentalism, New Age paganism, Mormonism, materialistic hedonism, and many others.

You’ll discover why these converts forsook beliefs cherished by their families and friends in order to enter the Catholic Church. Their reasons are so compelling that you can use them to draw your own non-Catholic friends and relatives to the Faith.

These converts will also convince your wavering Catholic friends to stay Catholic, and they’ll even bolster your own faith when anti-Catholic arguments start to make you doubt. You’ll come away with new gratitude that God has given you the Faith and with a strong new tool you can use to stand proudly for that Faith.

“Compelling accounts of conversion. The reader cannot help but be moved by the inspiring stories of those whose hearts and minds were ‘surprised’ by Truth.”
Edward Cardinal Egan
Archbishop of New York

“A wonderful book to energize us ‘born’ Catholics!”
Most Rev. Thomas Welch
Bishop of Allentown

“Will certainly prove useful to us in our Christian Formation programs.”
Most Rev. Andrew Pataki
Bishop of Passaic

“This book truly speaks to the hunger of the human heart. I recommend it not only for RCIA programs and adult religious education, but also for the broader scope of parish evangelization efforts.”
Most Rev. Anthony M. Pilla
Bishop of Cleveland

“Even better and more compelling than the original, Surprised by Truth. An excellent apologetics tool.”
Faith and Family

Meet the Holy Spirit — who dwells within you, loving you, sanctifying you, guarding you, and leading you in the ways of prayer and virtue

In these pages, Fr. Bede Jarrett helps you penetrate the great mystery of God’s presence in our hearts. He explains the ineffable dignity that this presence of the Holy Spirit gives you, no matter how lowly your station or how small you may feel.

He shows you how to listen for the soft voice of the Spirit calling you from within, inviting you to know Him, to love Him, and to cooperate with Him in all things great and small.

No longer need you struggle alone. Let Fr. Jarrett show you how to grow close to the Holy Spirit — the Consoler — who Jesus sent to assuage your loneliness and renew your strength and your hope.

Among the things you’ll learn in The Little Book of the Holy Spirit:
✓ Why you mustn’t be troubled when you can’t feel the Spirit’s presence in your soul
✓ You can increase the presence of God’s Spirit in your soul: what you must do
✓ Why God’s presence in your soul doesn’t overwhelm your personality
✓ How the dignity of each human soul depends on God’s presence in it
✓ Your vision of Heaven can start right away: learn how in these pages
✓ The gift of God that’s greater than creation itself. Fr. Jarrett explains it
✓ How the presence of God enables you to see everything in a new light
✓ It’s a fact, not a metaphor: you really participate in the divine nature
✓ Can you hear God as He speaks to you constantly? You can learn how
✓ Where to find the strength to do the right thing, day in and day out
✓ “The fear of God”: what it really means — and why it’s a gift from God
✓ Plus: many other topics to help you know the God who dwells within you

Fr. Bede Jarrett (1881–1934) was a popular English preacher. His joyful spirit was rooted in his profound understanding of God’s love for us and His loving presence within us.

The Little Book of The Holy Spirit
by Fr. Bede Jarrett
$9.95 (Dnrs: $7.46) 128 pgs ppbk  ISBN 1-933184-03-5
Former titles: He Dwells in Your Soul and The Abiding Presence of the Holy Ghost in the Soul

Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344
The Holy Eucharist has nourished the Faith of Catholics for centuries — but it’s all too easy to let routine dull your sense of the transforming power of this sacrament. This book will stir the embers of your love for the Eucharist into a bright glowing flame.

In it, Fr. John A. Kane explores the selfless humility shown by Christ in His Presence in the Eucharist, opening the way for you to receive greater spiritual fruit from worthier receptions of Communion and from adoration of Christ in the Eucharist.

You will learn how the Eucharist is truly a sacrament of love — a sacrament that not only demonstrates Christ’s love for you, but gives you the grace you need to love God and your neighbor with a fervor unquenched by passing changes in fortune or feelings.

As Fr. Kane opens your eyes to how much God longs to be with you in the Eucharist — and how much He delights in you — you’ll come to experience the Eucharist as that inexhaustible source of grace, peace, and comfort that He intends it to be for you.

Discover from Fr. John Kane:

- Christ’s silent and secret work in your soul: how you can aid Him in His work through the Eucharist
- Receiving Communion: how to make your communions dynamic encounters with Jesus
- Christ’s Presence in the Eucharist: how it can nourish your soul even though it’s beyond earthly understanding
- Why it’s so important for you to spend time in thanksgiving after Communion
- And much more that will help you know Christ in the Eucharist and love Him more than ever!

John A. Kane (1883–1962) was a holy priest who was known for his devotion to the Blessed Sacrament. His writings bespeak a profound love for Christ. He is also the author of Sophia’s How to Make a Good Confession.

Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344 • www.sophiainstitute.com

“A profound and beautiful book on the Holy Spirit”
Fr. Benedict Groeschel

“I highly recommend True Devotion to the Holy Spirit to all those who would participate in the Church’s mission to sanctify the world.”
John Cardinal O’Connor

Huge in scope, yet simple and readable, True Devotion to the Holy Spirit covers virtually everything there is to know about the Spirit’s role in our salvation — and it does so with a refreshing reliance on God’s Word, not on opinions or subjective visions.

Luis M. Martinez, the former Archbishop of Mexico City, maintains that as the Spirit is God’s supreme gift, so your devotion to Him should be profound and encompassing. In beautiful, practical terms, Martinez illuminates the difference the Spirit can make when He’s given His proper place in your soul. This handbook explains how you should respond to the Spirit, how the Spirit helps you grow in virtue, and the characteristics of true love of the Spirit.

All the actions of the Holy Spirit — in detail

Even more, each of the Spirit’s gifts and fruits get detailed treatment here. Martinez shows how each contributes to the maturing of the soul, so that by means of the Spirit’s active help, you can conquer your sins, learn how to make proper use of the things of this world, become master of yourself, and fully realize the greatness that is available to you as a Christian. This is an essential guide for everyone who longs to know and to love the Holy Spirit more fully.

You’ll learn virtually everything there is to know about the Spirit’s work in the world and in your soul, including:

- Why you will never attain true holiness without the Holy Spirit’s constant help
- How the Holy Spirit tenderly teaches you all that you need for salvation
- Inspirations of the Holy Spirit: they’re not extraordinary and superfluous in the spiritual life! How to become attuned to them
- How the Holy Spirit teaches you not just to know and love God, but to enjoy Him
- Maturity in Christ: it doesn’t happen automatically as you grow older. How the Holy Spirit can help you gain it today
- The virtues and the gifts of the Holy Spirit: the distinctive role of each in your salvation
- Consecration to the Holy Spirit: why it must be total — or it’s useless
- Three main characteristics of devotion to the Father, inspired by the Spirit: examine your soul in their light
- The Cross: how and why the Holy Spirit will teach you to love it in your own life
- The gifts of the Holy Spirit: how to understand them properly — and gain their help in your soul’s perfection
- And much more that will help you not only to know the Holy Spirit better than ever, but to gain His help in your salvation!
A sound Catholic answer to the most vexing problem that every soul must face

The greatest test of your faith won’t come from Bible-quoting Protestants or polite young Mormons on bicycles! No, your greatest test will be whether you will trust God when you suffer, or whether you will, in the words of Job’s wife, “curse God and die.” In Suffering: The Catholic Answer, Dom Hubert van Zeller helps you prepare now for all your sufferings by enabling you to see them with the eyes of the Spirit.

Van Zeller, author of Holiness for Housewives, shows that you can understand the mystery of suffering only by means of the Passion of Christ. In this book, he explores the Stations of the Cross, plumbing the inner meanings of each in order to reveal why there has to be pain, and what you should do about it.

In the Stations, van Zeller finds a great deal to help you in dark times. He shows you how to accept your crosses with love. He reveals how you can learn from Christ to turn your failures into victories and alleviate others’ suffering by imitating Mary’s compassion. Above all, van Zeller shows you that suffering has a purpose and he uses Christ’s Passion to sharpen your vision of life’s meaning.

With help from this book, you’ll learn how not to grow disheartened but to see your crosses for what they are, and to bear them with perseverance.

Let Dom Hubert van Zeller show you:

✓ Mary: why she is your best example of how to accept your sufferings
✓ How you can grow holy and give glory to God even in the crosses that you feel too weak to carry
✓ The importance of being willing to share the sufferings of others and carry their crosses as if they were your own: do you dare?
✓ Christ: the astounding significance of His decision to appear among men as a failure
✓ Christ’s falls on the way of the Cross: what they teach you about your own sorrows
✓ The secret that can turn your sorrow into a supernatural sacrifice — if you are willing
✓ The man of faith’s reservoir of strength in times of suffering: you can have it, too
✓ Detachment: why you should begin praying now to be freed from your attachment to the things of this world
✓ You have a part to play in the redemption of the world: are you willing to play it? What it has to do with your daily sufferings
✓ Compassion: why you must show it toward others — and to yourself!
✓ The Mass: why it contains the key to your ability to accept your sufferings
✓ Plus: more to help you gain the strength to meet your sufferings with abiding faith!

“I cannot recommend this highly enough.”
Thomas Howard
Author, Splendor in the Ordinary

Suffering: The Catholic Answer
by Hubert van Zeller
144 pgs ppbk $12.95 (Dnrs: $9.71)
Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344
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One of the soul’s purest and greatest pleasures

No matter how many friends you have, and how close you think you are to them, you probably aren’t aware of the tremendous spiritual importance of true friendship — and of how crucial it is to keeping your head and your soul in our neo-pagan society.

Author Hugh Black argues that it’s actually spiritually dangerous to let friendships remain on the superficial level that all too many people settle for nowadays — doing no more with their friends than going shopping or watching a football game together. He maintains that when you take friendship for granted and don’t give it the care it deserves, you turn your back on a God-given source of spiritual vitality, joy, and comfort. But don’t despair! Black shows you how to transform superficial friendships into soul-nourishing relationships, bringing them from shallowness and frivolity to a deep communion of mind and heart — a communion that will become for you (and for them) a means for spiritual growth.

Spiritual guidance for good friends — and for married couples, too

If you’re married, you’ll find here new ways to appreciate the gift God has given to you in your spouse. If you already enjoy the blessings of other mature and spiritually oriented friendships, you’ll discover innumerable ways to make them richer, so that they’ll approach the full, unbounded love that David had for Jonathan, that St. Francis de Sales had for St. Jane Frances de Chantal, and that Christian friends throughout the ages have enjoyed as they encounter the light of Christ that shines in the souls of other human beings.

Best of all, you’ll learn how to seek friendship with God. As you discover the joys of this friendship that transcends death and as you enrich your friendships here on earth, you’ll come to see how truly Black speaks when he says that “no one would care to live without friends, even if he had all other good things.”

Among the many things you will learn in The Art of Being a Good Friend:
✓ How true friendship can give you a complete education in the art of living
✓ Do you really have any friends at all? Surprising ways to tell the difference between mere acquaintances and genuine friends
✓ Scripture’s shrewd warnings about the pitfalls of socializing — and its high view of friendship
✓ Why the wisest people through the ages have valued friendship so much
✓ Unrequited love: how you can turn it into a source of holy joy — no matter how painful it may be
✓ Why you’ll never be truly wise or noble without genuine friendship
✓ How friendship leads to a fuller life, and even transcends death — so that you can maintain Christian communion with your departed friends
✓ Common ways you can unintentionally destroy friendships — how to guard against them
✓ Two things you must have, or you’ll never make and keep true friends
✓ And much more that will bring you friendship’s blessings!

The Art of Being a Good Friend
How to Bring Out the Best in Your Friends and in Yourself
by Hugh Black
$13.95 (Dnrs: $10.46) 160 pgs ppbk
~ A Sophia Institute Press book ~
Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344
Thirty steps to holiness — in just ten minutes a day!

Make your retreat anywhere!

These ten-minute meditations are perfect for bringing a retreat right into your home or workplace. Designed as a thirty-day program to lead you to greater love for God, these brief reflections give you guidance on how to get started on a more serious commitment to Christ, and how to deal with common challenges and obstacles that confront you along the way.

You'll get practical directions for how to live in the world

Author F. Maucourant gives you here a plan of action for growing in holiness — one you can begin to implement in minutes, wherever you may happen to be. You'll start right at the beginning, with directions on how to evaluate how well you've answered Christ's call, and how much you live for Him in your thoughts, your feelings, and your actions.

After that, these meditations call you to recognize the most important truths: the love with which God created you, your value in God's sight, and His love for you (especially as shown in the Eucharist). Then, once you've renewed your awareness of these great facts, Maucourant shows you how you can, in light of them, let Christ dwell in you and act in your soul more freely.

Once you have given yourself to Jesus in the ways this wise retreat master directs, he shows you how to turn to Jesus for direction, as well as how to rest in Him, to abandon yourself to His will, and to share your joys and sorrows with Him. At that point you'll be ready for Maucourant's final, stunning meditations that give you guidance about how you can let even your imperfections draw you closer to Jesus, and how you can prepare now for union with God in Heaven. This delightfully portable thirty-day retreat program will begin to transform your life on the very first day!

Each of these profound reflections comes with:
✓ Special prayers for each day
✓ A daily examination of conscience
✓ A brief spiritual message to carry through the day

“A treasure trove for today's Catholics.”
Rev. Romanus Cessario, O.P.

“A fine resource which can provide useful assistance for busy people who want to live the spiritual life more intensely and deeply.”
Most Rev. John J. Myers, Archbishop of Newark

From the silence of the monastery:
How to save souls without losing your own

Nearly a century ago, the Trappist monk Jean-Baptiste Chautard sat in the silence of his cell and wrote this classic book, showing us how to live in the noise and bustle of the world and to win more souls for Christ.

Praised by Pope St. Pius X, Pope Benedict XV, and by many cardinals and bishops, Inner Strength for Active Apostles was an instant hit when it was first published in 1912, and has since been read with gratitude by hundreds of thousands of busy parents, teachers, preachers, catechists, and other Christians working in the world to save souls without losing their own.

Generations of Christians have turned to this book because Fr. Chautard understands — and here offers sure remedies for — the particular spiritual problems that afflict all of us who try to bring others to Christ. He explains how to avoid the self-righteousness and pride that bring down successful apostles, and the indifference and despair that hobble unsuccessful ones.

Relying on the spiritual wisdom of the greatest saints and mystics of the Church (from St. Augustine and St. Thomas Aquinas to St. Francis de Sales and St. John of the Cross), Inner Strength for Active Apostles shows you how to achieve each of the three essential goals that you must accomplish in your apostolic efforts: you must win souls to Christ; you must promote your own spiritual welfare; and you must give glory to God.

Here is a spiritual handbook that will help you grow closer to Jesus as you spread His gospel, and will make it easier for you — by your words and your example — to lead ever more souls to Him.

Inner Strength for Active Apostles
by Fr. Jean-Baptiste Chautard
192 pgs ppbk $14.95 (Drs:$11.21)
Former title: The True Apostolate
Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344
www.sophiainstitute.com

Dom Jean-Baptiste Chautard (1858-1935) was for many years Abbot of Sept-Fons, a Cistercian monastery in France. He is best known for his writings on the apostolate, whose fruitfulness, he emphasizes, depends on the deep interior life of the apostle.
A thrilling novel of heroism in the face of religious intolerance

This classic Catholic novel unfolds around Blanche de la Force, who enters a Carmelite convent amid the chaos and horror of the French Revolution. Blanche is so timorous that she seems unsuited to the rigors of religious life even at the best of times—and horribly misplaced as the Reign of Terror begins to stain France with the blood of a new generation of martyrs.

Sister Marie, one of the leading nuns in the convent, receives with joy the death threats of a ham-handed revolutionary: the sisters are going to be awarded the crown of Christian martyrdom! Sister Marie prepares the other nuns for this fearsome sacrifice, all the while harboring doubts about Blanche’s ability and willingness to join them in giving up their lives for Christ.

Blanche’s life thereafter and the story of the nuns take more than one unexpected twist, leaving you not only with the inspiring, true example of their martyrdom, but also with a penetrating insight into the nature of holiness. As our world is engulfed anew in terror and hatred for the true Faith, The Song at the Scaffold will make your soul surge with renewed and fervent love for God!

“One of the great Christian classics of all time.”
Michael O’Brien
Author, Father Elijah and Strangers and Sojourners

“A poignant reminder that, for the Christian, fearlessness lies on the far side of Gethsemane and the Cross.”
George Weigel
Author, Witness to Hope: The Biography of Pope John Paul II

“A classic book memorializing the courage and faith of sixteen women whose heroism in the face of religious intolerance in a reckless age still speaks powerfully to us today.”
William Donahue, Ph.D.
President, Catholic League for Religious and Civil Rights

“Timeless in the truth it highlights: that in an era when evil exploded, it could not win. For love always has a new harvest of life — signaled in this story by sixteen Carmelite nuns going to the scaffold, with voices raised in song, declaring ‘Creator Spiritus.’ I was moved.”
Antoinette Bosco
Author, Choosing Mercy

Meet Jesus more fully in the Eucharist — and tap into all the riches of Christ

In The Basic Book of the Eucharist, Fr. Lawrence Lovasik, author of the beloved bestseller The Hidden Power of Kindness, says that in the Eucharist Catholics can find “the unsearchable riches of Christ.” In this book, he shows how.

Fr. Lovasik emphasizes Christ’s Real Presence in the Eucharist, helping you recognize His presence there. With deep and warm faith, he shows you how you can receive everything that God offers you in the Mass — including quite a few important spiritual graces that you probably aren’t aware of. He tells you how Holy Communion can bring you to real union with God, give you joy and consolation, and even bring peace and happiness to your family.

Fr. Lovasik even explains how you can overcome some of the misperceptions that are common among Catholics about frequent Communion and reveals why you should seek the help of Our Lady of the Blessed Sacrament amid your day-to-day pressures and troubles.

So if you’re looking for increased protection from sin, a greater ability to love God and others, and an unfailling source of peace, let Fr. Lovasik show you the way to find all this and more in the Holy Eucharist. Based firmly on Scripture and Church teachings, The Basic Book of the Eucharist will help you receive Communion more worthily and find in it a preparation for Heaven — as well as a foretaste of its delights.

“Fr. Lovasik calls us back to the essential truth of this astonishing miracle.”
Mark P. Shea
This is My Body: An Evangelical Discovers the Real Presence

“A very readable and valuable tool for educating Catholics about why the Eucharist has rightly been called ‘the source and summit of the Christian life.’ ”
James J. Drummey
Catholic Replies

“In an age when so many persons have forgotten Catholic teaching on the mystery of the blessed Eucharist, this simple handbook will remind them about the Real Presence, true sacrifice, and Holy Communion. Priests, seminarians, and religious educators should find it especially useful.”
Bernard Cardinal Law
Archbishop of Boston

The Song at the Scaffold
A Novel of Horror and Holiness in the Reign of Terror
by Gertrud von le Fort
$12.95 (Dnrs: $9.71) • ISBN 1-928832-34-2 • 144 pgs ppbk
Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9544
**Why you should keep trusting in God**
— even when the Church seems to be collapsing around you

If God is all good, why does He allow evil — even in the heart of His Church? Why do even those who devote their lives to pleasing Him meet with setbacks and disasters? Here are answers to these and other questions that have troubled the souls of Catholics for centuries.

This remarkable guide will banish from your mind forever the temptation to think that events unfold according to blind chance — or even that evil ultimately triumphs in this world. The author, Fr. Henri Morice, dispels some of the mystery surrounding human suffering to reveal how God draws goodness — for your own soul and for the souls of others — out of even the worst tragedies you suffer. You'll discover here how to recognize God's love working in all the events of your life, day by day, moment by moment.

Fr. Morice also explains how trust in God's Providence will bring you peace more lasting than any worldly satisfaction. He even shows you how to set aside worry about the future and how to deal with misfortune. *Why Bad Things Happen to Good Catholics* will charge you with renewed gratitude for the mysterious but unflagging love of God!

---

Your trust in the Lord will increase as you learn:

- Why God is never nearer to you than when He seems farthest away
- God's blessings: why you may not have noticed some of His greatest gifts to you
- How God uses even trifles and incidental events to transform lives
- The hard but effective method that God employs to reveal your faults to you and lead you to correct them
- Suffering: six ways God uses it in your life today — to make you a saint!
- Temptations: how even they can help you draw near to God and become holier
- Surprising ways that God leads souls to the purposes He has assigned to them
- And much more to help you sing a hymn of thanks even in trials, as you rejoice in God's unfailing love!

"With so much suffering and pain in our world, it is a consolation to have Fr. Morice's concise and erudite explanation of God's love and providence available to us."

Edward Cardinal Egan, Archbishop of New York

"A precious book. It helps us to see and feel how much God really loves us."

Fr. Ronald D. Lawler, O.F.M. Cap., co-author, *The Teaching of Christ*

"By kindling our faith in God's mysterious Providence, the book gives us the encouragement we need in the midst of life's difficulties and in the face of suffering. It reminds us of Christ's promise of peace as it invites us to respond to Him with trusting faith and courageous love."

Most Reverend John J. Myers, Archbishop of Newark

---

**God's World and Our Place in It**
— by Bishop Sheen,
the T.V. personality who captivated the nation and won countless converts

In the 1950s, Fulton J. Sheen was one of the most popular television personalities in America, captivating millions of prime-time viewers weekly with enlightening talks on the essentials of Christianity and the moral life.

Relying on the same wise, lucid explanations that won the hearts of so many viewers, Archbishop Sheen here demonstrates that Christianity makes good sense — even to persons with no religious background.

Indeed, argues Sheen, Christianity alone is able to explain the goodness we encounter in the universe and the evil; it alone makes sense of our impulses to love and to sacrifice and our repeated failures to do so.

Along the way, Bishop Sheen shows you (among countless other things):

- How conscience proves the existence of God
- Why sacrifice is the road to lasting happiness
- Why there must be both a heaven and a hell, and
- What you must do to find your proper place in God’s world.

If you’re not a Christian, you’ll come away with a sure sense of why so many good people are. If you’re already Christian, you’ll come to understand your faith better, learn to explain it to others, and grow in gratitude for God’s gift of this world and the glorious role He has called you to play in it.
Archbishop Fulton Sheen shows you how to win a lasting victory over vice

Fulton Sheen claims that since all seven deadly sins led Christ’s enemies to nail Him to the Cross, you and I can find in the example of His suffering and death on the Cross sure means to overcome each one of those sins, plus we can find there the key to understanding — and to nurturing in our own souls — each corresponding virtue.

So, for example, in these pages filled with wisdom and hope, Archbishop Sheen teaches us not only how to conquer our gluttony; he shows us how to satisfy our spiritual hunger. We learn not merely how to overcome pride; we discover what we must do to be humble.

From Christ’s response to each of the seven deadly sins that led to His Crucifixion, Bishop Sheen draws a lesson in how you and I must deal with those same sins . . . in others and in ourselves.

Day after day, Christians struggle hard to do good, to avoid evil, and to take up with love the many crosses — small and large — that threaten to overwhelm and sometimes even to crush them.

For those of us who are still more acquainted with sin than with sanctity, Fulton Sheen’s revelation of the light that vice sheds on virtue affords a sure way to understand virtue better, and a remarkably effective means to attain it.

One thing is certain: if you abide by the holy counsel in these pages, enduring virtue will soon be yours. You will have achieved your own long-sought-after victory over vice.

Victory Over Vice
by Fulton J. Sheen
$9.95 (Dnrs: $7.46) 128 pgs ppbk
Order Toll-free: 1-800-888-9344
www.sophiainstitute.com

Crisis magazine called this book: “The clearest and most comprehensive argument against the theological dissenters ever written.”

This riveting book will show you why the Church has been in crisis since the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965) — and what must be done about it.

Dr. Ralph McInerny here reveals the causes of the devastation in the Church. You’ll discover that Vatican II didn’t:

✓ Teach a new Faith
✓ Do away with Tradition
✓ Set up a new, democratic Church
✓ Give Catholics permission to disagree with the Church in the name of conscience.

Read this dramatic narrative to learn how the council was hijacked and how interpretation of its decrees has been controlled since then by Catholics with an agenda different from what the council taught. Best of all, you’ll learn from Ralph McInerny what must be done now to take back the council and the Church.

“One of the best explanations of what has happened within the Church over the last thirty-five years. An important book.” Religious Life

“Remarkably even-handed, sober, and engaging . . . a hopeful book.” First Things

“A book to be reread, studied, and used as a springboard for further thought on the matter.” Fellowship of Catholic Scholars Quarterly

Among the many eye-opening things you’ll learn:

✓ Why theologians invoke the so-called “spirit of Vatican II” — against what the council really says
✓ Why John XXIII wanted a council: it wasn’t to “throw open Church windows to the modern world”!
✓ Authority in the Church: how confusion about it began — and the steps that have to be taken to end it now
✓ Humanae Vitae: the appalling story of how the birth-control encyclical was used to start a revolution in the Church — and overwhelm the real message of Vatican II
✓ Rejecting the council: why this is not a legitimate option for faithful Catholics
✓ The one essential point you must know about the council if you are to understand its significance for the Church in our time — and help restore the Church

What Went Wrong with Vatican II by Ralph M. McInerny
$14.95 (Dnrs: $11.21) 176 pgs ppbk ISBN 0-918477-79-4

Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344 • www.sophiainstitute.com
From global conferences to tiny parish gatherings, pro-family advocate Dale O’Leary has traveled the world defending marriage against radical activists intent on rewriting its age-old definition.

Now, in One Man, One Woman, the first book of its kind written for Catholics, O’Leary shares her knowledge and experience of every facet of the gay-marriage debate: politics, psychology, biology, religion, and social science. With clarity and force she tackles the many myths surrounding this contentious issue, showing that:

✓ Gay people are not “born that way” (scientists have never found a “gay gene” and never will), but neither do they choose their condition
✓ By their very nature, homosexual relationships reject the traditional marital ideals of permanence, fidelity, and mutual self-giving
✓ Since marriage is much more than just a private matter between two individuals, radically redefining it will inevitably have grave ill-effects on all of society
✓ Jesus’ command to “judge not” doesn’t compel us to approve of homosexual behavior or same-sex marriage (but we are called to speak the truth in love)
✓ Research has conclusively shown that children fare best with a mother and a father — and gay activists know this
✓ The gay marriage battle is part of a larger war against morality and religion — a war that won’t end even when the issue is settled

O’Leary shows how the redefinition of marriage in Europe and Canada has already taken a predictable toll on marriage rates, family stability, religious freedom, and children’s well-being. And there are ominous signs that radical social engineers are plotting a similar course for the United States: toward a future in which marriage is considered a quaint anachronism, and “intolerant” beliefs are strictly censored.

But there’s still time to avert that course, she says, and to that end she includes a twelve-point practical plan for saving marriage for the next generation — a plan that begins and ends not with anger, but with genuine love and compassion.

So whether you’re trying to fight City Hall, answer the challenges of a relative or friend, or even quiet your own nagging doubts, One Man, One Woman is your source for the facts you need to understand and defend the truth about marriage.

If we fail to learn the lessons of history, Dr. Moczar warns, the West may yet fall.

How Christendom finally defeated the Ottoman Turks

In the exciting pages of Islam at the Gates, Catholic historian Diane Moczar pulls back the curtain on one of the most important acts in the drama of Muslim aggression against the West: the 500-year-long siege of Europe by the Ottoman Turks.

Tracing the rise of the Turkish people from wandering Asian tribe to mighty pan-continental empire, Islam at the Gates, chronicles the heroes and villains, the battles and atrocities, the tragic errors and timely miracles, that marked the Ottomans’ incursions from Europe’s borders to the very heart of Christendom; and then, by God’s grace, their repulsion and final defeat. In these pages you’ll encounter:

✓ The bold sultans, timid emperors, and vile traitors who aided the Turkish advance — and the popes who tirelessly preached Crusade against it
✓ The island fortress whose ragtag defenders continually thwarted superior numbers of Ottoman attackers — defying even the great sultan Suleiman
✓ The brave saints who rallied Christian forces against the invaders — including the warrior-monk who died in battle at the age of sixty-one
✓ The suffering of millions of Christian families in occupied lands — their children kidnapped and forced into Muslim armies and harems
✓ Folk heroes from the Balkan hills who rose up against their Ottoman overlords — and whose guerrilla tactics inspired their people
✓ The tragic fall of Constantinople, seat of Eastern Christianity — its people slaughtered, its treasures plundered, its sacred places befouled
✓ Europe’s pivotal, improbable pair of victories at Lepanto and Vienna — and the defeat of the last great Turkish offensive on September 11, 1697

Solid history and dramatic narrative make Islam at the Gates a moving look at Europe’s long struggle against the Turks. But the author’s shrewd Catholic outlook also makes it an edifying one. Had these events unfolded just a little differently, Christian civilization might have been conquered by the sword of Allah.

Diane Moczar, D. Arts, is the author of Ten Dates Every Catholic Should Know, and has written for many publications, including The Latin Mass. She teaches history at N Virginia Community College.
Train for Strength
—in Body and Soul

Is your spirit faithful but your flesh flabby? Has your Temple of the Holy Spirit begun to creak and crumble? Then let Fit for Eternal Life show you how to build it up again.

Most any workout book can help you bulk up or slim down, but only here will you find a truly Christian approach to physical fitness. As Catholic psychologist and veteran bodybuilder Kevin Vost (author of Memorize the Faith!) reveals, God’s command to “be perfect” applies not only to our moral life, but also to our bodies. By Him we were “wonderfully made” as creatures corporal and spiritual. The stronger and more enduring we make our bodies, the better we imitate Christ—in whom perfect physical strength, endurance, and beauty were incarnated.

Best of all: it doesn’t take a lot of time, special knowledge, or fancy equipment to do it. Dr. Vost explains the basic principles of strength and endurance training in a way you can understand (even if you haven’t been in a gym for years—or ever), and then helps you assemble an effective, personalized workout program that can be performed in as little as twenty minutes per week, leaving you plenty of time (and energy) to be an active Christian parent, spouse, and disciple.

Fit for Eternal Life also provides:
✓ A revolutionary understanding of fitness as a virtue; how building muscle can build virtue and vice-versa
✓ Ways to make your workouts an opportunity to practice prayer, meditation, and meritorious suffering
✓ Special guidance for women, older persons, and teens. We’re all called to perfect our bodies!
✓ Advice to help you avoid many common fitness pitfalls, from bad form to over-training
✓ Fitness wisdom from classical philosophers, athletic popes, and even St. Thomas Aquinas!
✓ Sidebar with advanced information and techniques, for when you’re ready to progress beyond the basics

Having a strong and fit physique is not just for a select few. Neither must it be separate from (or worse, opposed to) a life of the spirit. Fit for Eternal Life teaches you how to make your Temple healthier, more beautiful, and more zealous in this world, and will help prepare you for everlasting happiness with God in the next.

Fit for Eternal Life
A Catholic Approach to Working Out, Eating Right, and Building the Virtues of Fitness in Your Soul
by Dr. Kevin Vost 264 pgs ppbk $17.95 (Drs: $13.46)

St. Thérèse of Lisieux teaches you how to love

“This book is a must!”
—Fr. Benedict Groeschel, CFR
Author, Spiritual Passages

This classic been beloved by Catholics for years for its wondrous distillation of the teaching of St. Thérèse of Lisieux into a reader-friendly set of meditations. It’s perfect as a personal retreat when you have only a few moments to spare each day—and for spiritual reading anytime and anywhere.

Fr. Jean C. J. d’Elbée, a French priest deeply imbued with St. Thérèse’s spirit, brings you her teachings on God’s love and the confidence in Him that it should inspire in your soul. He also explores her insights on humility, peace, and charity; the apostolate; the Cross; and on what it means truly to abandon yourself to Divine Providence.

I Believe in Love has helped countless souls embark on the way to the Father. It will help you focus on Him throughout each day, rest in Him amid your troubles, and live joyfully with Him at every moment!

Gain St. Thérèse’s joy in Christ as you learn:
✓ The secret that makes sense of the pain and trouble in your life — no matter how great
✓ One thing you must cherish in your soul, or you’ll never learn to love God in the glorious way of St. Thérèse
✓ The spiritual goldmine that is at your fingertips now — and how you can find it through St. Thérèse’s little way to Jesus
✓ Crosses: why you can’t avoid them — and why you should love the ones God sends you
✓ How to deal with failures, reversals, and difficult moments of all kinds — without losing your spiritual equilibrium
✓ The sin that destroys countless souls — since few know how to recognize and fight it
✓ Do you wish you had the love of God that St. Thérèse and other saints have — but are discouraged by your weaknesses? Why you should take heart
✓ Are you drawing on all the treasures that God has given you in the Eucharist and the saints? How you can be sure
✓ Much more that will show you how to live in the glorious love of God at each moment!

I Believe in Love
A Personal Retreat Based on the Teaching of St. Thérèse of Lisieux
by Fr. Jean C. J. d’Elbée
$15.95 (Drs: $11.96)
304 pgs ppbk
Order toll-free: 1-800-888-9344
www.sophiainstitute.com

“With felicity and wisdom, this retreat introduces St. Thérèse free of sentimentalism and obscurationism.”
Fr. George W. Rutler
Author, A Cross of Saints

“Whoever reads this book attentively and prayerfully will grow in the love of God and even desire to be a saint.”
Fr. Kenneth Baker, S.J.
Author, A Crisis of Saints

“I Believe in Love is a personal retreat based on St. Thérèse’s ‘little way,’ drawn as us into the immensity of that ‘little way.’ Sophia Institute Press has done us all a great service in bringing this work back into print.”
Thomas Howard
Author, Splendor in the Ordinary

“May this ‘personal retreat’ based on the teachings of the little nun of Lisieux be for those who use it an occasion of grace to enlighten their minds, and to elevate their souls to approach the sublime destiny that the ‘little way’ shows to all.”
Most Rev. Fabian Bruskewitz
Bishop of Lincoln
Sixteen-year-old Gilbert Chesterton is orphaned and friendless, working a menial job in grimy turn-of-the-century London. Then one night strange lights fill the sky; a hail of giant meteors crashes into a field outside the city. The next day Gilbert finds himself hired by a newspaper and rushed out to investigate the scene. Is it a harmless natural phenomenon, or the first wave of an alien invasion?

Gilbert’s soon joined by three strangers with their own interest in the events:

✔ Herb Wells, journalist for a rival paper. Affable, streetwise, self-confident. Herb’s happy to teach young Gilbert the ways of the world. But when it comes to getting the story (and the fame) he warns it’s every man for himself.

✔ The Doctor, enigmatic, suave, cultured, and friendly — maybe too friendly. And he knows things about the cosmic visitors . . . things no ordinary man should know. How much he’s hiding is anybody’s guess.

✔ Father Brown, a short, mild, middle-aged priest with an extraordinary talent for solving mysteries. Gilbert doesn’t know much about Christ or the Church, but Father Brown will teach him lessons of faith, love, and courage.

The companions fly from danger to danger, battling creatures from another world and thugs from London’s underworld. As Gilbert is drawn deeper into the threat of the mysterious tripods, he unveils a conspiracy that may hold the key not only to the fate of mankind, but also to his parents’ violent and tragic death. And so, with only his friends, his wits, and a tattered holy card to help him, Gilbert must race to save the world — all the while struggling to reconcile his troubling past with his budding faith in God.

How to raise good Catholic children

First published fifty years ago, this book is a rare treat for today’s parents: a wise and readable book on child care that derives its wisdom from the Catholic home rather than from psychologists.

Author Mary Reed Newland here draws on her own years of experience as the mother of seven to show how the classic Christian principles of sanctity can be translated into terms easily applied to children — even to the very young.

Because it’s rooted in experience, not theory, nothing that Mrs. Newland suggests is impossible or extraordinary. In fact, as you reflect on your experiences with your own children, you’ll quickly agree that hers is an excellent commonsense approach to raising good Catholic children.

Let Mrs. Newland show you how to introduce even your littlest ones to God and to develop in your growing children virtues such as:

✔ The habit of regular prayer
✔ A sense of the dignity of work
✔ Devotion to Mary and the saints
✔ A proper love for the things of this world and the things of Heaven
✔ Respect for others
✔ Attentiveness at Mass
✔ Love for the Eucharist
✔ A love of purity
✔ And dozens of other virtues every good Catholic child needs

“This book will reassure parents that, with faith in God’s love and grace, they are as well-fitted for the rearing of saints as were the parents of saints.”

Catholic Educational Review

How to Raise Good Catholic Children
by Mary Reed Newland
$16.95 (Drs: $12.71) 352 pgs ppbk

Former title: We and Our Children

ORDER TOLL-FREE: 1-800-888-9344 • www.sophiainstitute.com
Renowned Catholic apologist Dave Armstrong (author of A Biblical Defense of Catholicism and The Catholic Verses) has assembled over sixty of the claims and arguments that Protestants (of all stripes) most frequently level against the Church. Drawing on a lifetime of study — in Scripture, history, and the works of Catholic and Protestant theologians — he delivers the essential Catholic replies to each claim, packaged for you in a compact and uniquely usable format.

And since he’s a convert from Evangelicalism, Armstrong presents anti-Catholic claims with an insider’s accuracy — using the special terms, references, and follow-up arguments that you’re mostly likely to hear in real-world encounters — and he responds to them in a way Protestants can understand and appreciate.

The One-Minute Apologist is concise, but never superficial. It quotes or cites more than a thousand Scripture verses, along with the words of scores of saints and scholars — including many respected Protestant sources.

Packing centuries of learning and wisdom into just a few tightly structured pages, The One-Minute Apologist decisively refutes common Protestant claims such as:

◆ “The Bible is the only infallible source of theological truth.”
◆ “Peter is not the ‘rock’ to which Jesus referred.”
◆ “Celibacy for priests is unnatural and unbiblical.”
◆ “The Catholic Mass is an abomination.”
◆ “True Christians cannot fall away from salvation.”
◆ “Mary had other children besides Jesus.”
◆ “Indulgences allow Catholics to ‘indulge’ in sin.”
◆ “Venerating the saints is a form of idolatry.”
◆ “The Catholic ban on contraception has no scriptural basis.”
◆ And more than 50 other pervasive Protestant objections to Catholic doctrine and practice!

More accessible than thick theological tomes, more substantial than tracts, and better organized than other “quick answer” books, The One-Minute Apologist is the one source you’ll turn to whenever you need to explain the Faith, or defend it quickly, credibly, and well.
The armed might of Islam threatened his world!

It's the year 1570. Fourteen-year-old Guido Callatta, son of a wealthy Venetian merchant, spends his free time roaming the docks, listening to the tales of gnarled old sailors, and dreaming of adventures at sea. But his carefree life is about to change forever. Armies of Ottoman Turks threaten Europe from all sides, conquering Christian towns and forcing their people to convert. Moslem corsairs raid the coastlines at will.

Guido even hears talk of a massive Turkish fleet preparing to sail from the East, bent on destroying Europe's forces once and for all. The Ottoman Sultan even boasts that he will set the crescent moon of Allah over the dome of St. Peter's — a crescent stained red with the blood of Christians.

When Pope Pius V calls for the creation of a Holy League of men and ships to face down the Moslem armada, Guido vows to join the fight: for his family, for his city, for his Faith.

And although his father tells him he's too young for war, soon he's caught up in a whirlwind of knights and nobles, bloody battles and arduous journeys. Finally, Guido finds himself alongside Don John of Austria, who will lead the Holy League in its last desperate fight to save Christian Europe: the legendary Battle of Lepanto.

In this historical tale of Catholic heroism, courage, and holiness, readers of all ages will be reminded that when the Faith is threatened, extraordinary valor may be demanded of any one of us — even the very young.
The very best Angel & Baby book!

In its mother’s womb, a tiny baby grows, explores the waters, and talks with the angel who is there.

These gentle illustrations and wise words tell the story of that baby and the angel in the waters . . . a story that delights all children, because the journey from conception to birth is their story, too.

Now in SPANISH!
Tales of the Child Jesus from Many Lands

— to Read Aloud to Children

Every Christian culture has given us touching legends and charming stories of the wondrous deeds of the Child Jesus. Many of these tales reveal to children the generous ways He helps them when they’re unhappy or afflicted.

More than a century ago, A. Fowler Lutz collected the best of these legends. Although they spring from lands as various as France, Norway, and Greece, Germany, Syria, and China, these stories have many excellent things in common.

Each has the simplicity of goodness, and each is rich with the faith of ordinary people who aren’t surprised by miracles.

In these stories, they even seem to expect miracles!

The young heroes of these tales have a faith simpler than ours, and stronger. They know that Jesus is close to us, no matter how far away He may seem. They trust that He’s walking with us every step of our way, no matter how steep and rocky our path may be.

That’s the faith you’ll find in these Stories of the Child Jesus, an innocent faith you can instill in your own little ones by reading out loud to them these charming, sweet tales.